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foreword 
This report forms the second phase of the development of underground space at 
the University of Minnesota. The first report provides general information on 
underground space and base data necessary for physical planning. The specific 
objectives of the present report are: 
1. To complete the general information required for physical planning 
of underground space. 
2. To develop design information for feasibility studies. 
3. To develop cost information for feasibility studies. 
4. To present recommendations for long-range campus planning of 
underground space. 
The third phase will involve the detailed development which is required for the 
construction of actual projects. Some of the detailed research and development 
on the structure of mined space will take place as part of the experimental test 
room project on campus funded by the RANN program. Energy conservation research 
on the new underground bookstore/admissions building is also being funded by RANN. 
This report was prepared for use by the Physical Planning Offi ce of the University of 
Minnesota and is not intended to be a comprehensive manual for the detailed 
design of underground projects. Together with the first report, however, it 
should provide enough data for underground space to be included as a real alter-
native in the planning process. 
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1 summary and 
recommendations 
recommendations 
•Determine in detail the most suitable locations of portal access to mined 
space. A small engineering study of each possible location could be 
carried out by the Engineering and Construction Office of the University. 
·Allow for service, construction and possibly parking access to these 
portals in any long-range plan . 
• consult with the City of Minneapolis, City of St. Paul, Park Board, Corps 
of Engineers, etc. for any future projects that would affect mined space, 
i.e. raising the river level downstream of St. Anthony Falls. 
·Extend new buildings to bedrock whenever possible. This will maximize 
the use of available space and also lower costs for adjacent construction 
because a new retaining wall which is a high cost item would not be 
required against the existing building . 
• when designing new buildings consider underground connections to adjacent 
buildings and possible integration with mined space. 
•Consult with fire officials for possible variances in code requirements 
for mined space due to the inert nature of the construction. The code 
requirements. govern the number and placement of shafts required which are a 
significant cost item in mined space. 
•Locate major sites for deep cut space to integrate with mined space. A 
number of possible sites were identified in the first report. The most 
suitable sites should be selected in the context of the complete planning 
process. 
•Establish major potential transit corridors in cut and cover and mined 
space. These should be avoided with future construction to facilitate 
the introduction of a transit system to the University at a later date. 
•Consider the location of future utility tunnels and the possibility of 
grouping them to minimize conflicts with underground space use. 
•Document campus hydrology more fully for use in the design of cut and 
cover space and mined space. This could be accomplished by measuring 
water levels whenever boreholes are drilled on campus and by installing 
standpipes from a few sandstone tunnels. 
•Compile data on the engineering properties of the geological layers on 
campus. For instance, when limestone coring is done, the core should 
be mapped for joints and condition of limestone and a few lengths saved 
for testing. 
•Review the structural and energy conservation information as it becomes 




.considerable energy savings are possible in underground construction even 
with high ventilation loads. For low ventilation loads the savings become 
an even larger percentage of the total energy use for an above ground 
building. 
mined space 
.Fifty to sixty foot clear spans should be available in mined space with 
intervening pillars or ribs of approximately the same dimensions. 
·Mined space excavated from the river bluffs can be provided at a comparable 
construction cost with above ground buildings. The exact relationship 
depends to a large extent on the future use of the space. 
•A tunnel for excavation and service of a unit of mined space should be 
designed to be easily extended to serve a future unit of mined space 
more remote from the river bluffs. 
•Excavation of two level mined space is more functional and economical than 
single level for most uses. 
•Optimal layout of shafts in mined space is an important locational and cost 
consideration. 
•Simple, flexible systems of space have the maximum potential for future 
change and growth. 
•The location of future shafts in mined space must be considered in relation 
to the expansion of a space or a change in its use to a function requiring 
more vertical circulation or mechanical service. 
cutand cover space 
.combined excavation and retaining costs per cubic yard of space obtained 
in cut and cov~r construction decrease rapidly with increasing areas of 
excavation. 
•Excavating adjacent to an existing basement extending to the limestone has 
a distinct cost saving due to the reduction in the number of retaining 
walls required which are expensive compared with actual excavation and 
removal costs. 
•The cost per square foot of deep cut and cover buildings extending through 
the limestone is comparable with shallow cut buildings because of the 





In this report the section on architectural considerations encompasses a variety 
of topics from very general aspects of underground space to some quite specific 
areas. The section is presented in three parts: general concerns, planning and 
layout of underground space, and design details. It should be noted that the 
architectural considerations presented here are not by any means intended to 
represent a complete list of factors in the design process. The emphasis in 
this section is on the presentation of characteristics and problems unique in 
underground space. In each part special considerations and preliminary deisgn 
information are presented with some design alternatives. In addition to providing 
general information for planning and design, the purpose of this section is to 




The design of any building is based on the building program and the main char-
acteristics of the spaces within the building. It is also determined by numerous 
external factors such as special site features, adjacent buildings and spaces, 
as well as the overall land use and circulation patterns of the master plan for 
the area. Of course, these design parameters apply to underground space as well 
as typical surface construction. Some special aspects of underground space 
design are presented here for two reasons: They take on added importance due 
to some of the physical limitations of underground space and there are potentially 
negative psychological effects associated with the underground. 
integration wit_h the surface 
For any function in underground space there has to be some integration with 
either pedestrian or vehicular circulation systems on the surface. Some functions 
such as utilities and other service related uses simply require the most economical 
and practical access to the surface. However, for functions which require some 
access by people, a general concern in design is not only the provision of 
adequate circulation but the feeling of integration with the surface. This is 
not always possible nor is it always appropriate, depending on the site and the 
specific use of the space. In mined space, the simplest and most direct inte-
gration with the surface is along the river bluffs. A clear transition from the 
surface is considerably more difficult to achieve in isolated mined space. Some 
integration with the surface can be achieved in mined space connected to deep 
cut and cover space. 
In cut and cover space, the overall relationship to the surface is obviously 
less of a problem. Some cut and cover space is simply a part of typica l above 
ground development and presents no special problem in this respect. Integration 
of totally underground building can be accomplished by the use of exterior or 
interior court spaces open to the surface level. In addition to providing this 
orientation to the surface, the use of courts and skylights is the only means of 
providing natural light underground. 
means of entry 
A closely related design problem to the integration of underground space with 
the surface is the entry. Special consideration should be given to the scale 
and design of the entry since it may be the only visible exterior feature of the 
space. Entry to the underground through an adjacent surface structure, through 
an open court, or through a small surface entry pavilion would each produce 
distinctly different images and feelings about the space. 
interior design 
Due to the lack of relationship to the outdoors in subsurface space except 
through courts or unusual sloping site conditions, the interior design of the 
space becomes more significant. The variety and scale of the spaces are impor-
tant in order to avoid monotony or a claustrophobic feeling often assoc i ated with 
being underground. The use of larger interior court spaces can provide the 
necessary variety of space and serve as points of orientation which are important 
in a windowless environment. Likewise, color schemes can serve to orient people 
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in an organized manner. In any design the general character of the interior 
spaces is a primary concern, but when there are no exterior vi ews, the use of 
materials, colors and lighting are extremely important in providing a humane, 
stimulating environment. 
environmental systems 
A final point in these general design considerations concerns the basic envir-
onmental systems in underground space and how they will funct ion. Almost all 
of the mechanical and electrical systems will be quite comparable to above ground 
space since modern surface structures seldom depend on natura l light and ventil-
ation. One condition which deserves special attention underground is the 
acoustical isolation. This lack of noise is an advantage of underground space 
in eliminating outside noises. However, some background noise is desirable in 
many spaces to cover minor sounds from adjacent areas. The acoustical behavior 
of the materials underground may produce some interesting effects and the problem 
should not be overlooked. 
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planning and layout of mined space 
physical limitations 
In mined space the bedrock geology and the sub-surface hydrology impose some 
important restrictions on the layout of the space. At the present time the 
exact limitattons of the limestone roof and the sandstone pillars which support 
it are not known. However , it can be assumed that spans of 50' to 60' can be 
achieved with intervening pillars of the same size. In addition to a variety 
of free form arrangements that can be planned within these restrictions, two 
basic systems of mining can also be used as an organized structural system: 
the rib system and the room and pillar system. 
Until more structural data is gathered, the rib system would be a more li kely 
system to use. Then in the future the rib system could be converted to the 
room and pillar system. It is possible that future developments may indicate 
that a more efficient system would be 100' spans with 70' pillars, for example. 
Although this is speculation, it is mentioned so that the present limits of 50' 
to 60' are not considered absolute. 
jrregular plan rib system 
Another structural limitation that should be recognized is that along the 
river bluffs where the limestone is exposed and thus in poorer condition, spans 
may be limited to approximately 30'. This would apply only for the first 50' 
into the bluff and would basically affect the portal openings. Even at 30' some 
additional supporting structure may be necessary. Wider openings could be 
achieved at extra expense with additional supporting structure. 
The vertical dimensions of mined space are restricted to an approximately 30' 
to 40' layer bounded by the limestone layer above and the water table below. 
These limits can be exceeded but usually at extra expense. The lower layers of 
the limestone can be removed to provide more space and in some cases, it may be 
necessary due to the poorer condition of the lowest layer. Generally, this would 
be a costly operation compared to excavating the sandstone. The lower limits 
of the space can go below the water table but this, too, would be costly to con-
struct and maintain in a dry condition. The 30'-40' layer allows for two levels 
of standard construction or possibly three levels of parking; It should be 
noted that in a rib or room and pillar layout, as the height of the space and 
thus the pillar increases, the width of the pillar may have to be increased at 
some point, since its strength decreases with height. This would probabiy not 
be necessary at two levels (30') however. 
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typical mined space space cut into limestone space below water table 
-
• functional implications 
Although the physical limitations of mined space are far more rigid than those 
of surface structures, most major functions can easily be accommodated within 
them. Only a large auditorium or a large athletic space would require substan-
tially greater spans than 60 feet. Otherwise, the available spans are quite 
suitable for most office, meeting, laboratory, or recreational functions, and 
are ideal for parking. Other uses such as storage or maintenance can adapt to 
this type of layout. In previous studies of mined space for regional transit, 
the 50'-60' span has been shown to be entirely adequate for large stations. 
The maximum vertical dimensions do not put a restriction on any specific space 
but act to limit the amount of space that can be kept within a short distance. 
This spreading out is compounded by the presence of the pillars and may make it 
difficult to house large groups of offices or other spaces that require close 
proximity to each other. Generally, however, two levels should be sufficient 
for most immediate groupings of spaces. 
Since the vertical dimensions of mined space basically restrict planning to two 
major levels, the depth of long uninterrupted tunnels for transit or utilities 
should be carefully considered. Any extensive development of mined space may 
require access tunnels which would have to cross these service tunnels. Within 
the 30' of easily available mined space, it should be possible to cross either 
above or below most tunnels. Presently, large sewer tunnels in the campus area 
are fairly close to the limestone so the access tunnels could pass below. Some 
preliminary designs for deep mass transit stations indicate tunnels well below 
the limestone allowing for crossing above. The coordination of the various levels 
of these tunnels is an important element in the planning and layout of mined space. 
service tunnel below utilities service tunnel above transit 
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• cost implications 
The specific cost estimates of excavation and construction appear elsewhere 
in the report, but certain basic cost factors with respect to the physical 
layout can be mentioned here. First, a plan layout that is somewhat regular 
such as the rib or room and pillar system is likely to cost less than a free 
form plan that is difficult to excavate with mechanized equipment. Secondly, 
the excavation of more vertical space within the limits of the limestone and 
the water table should be less costly than additional horizontal expansion. 
Also with two or three level space the circulation and service systems can 
operate more efficiently and costly shafts can be reduced. However, the cost 
of the structure to support the second level will offset these benefits to some 
extent. 
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access and circulation 
The access to a building by people and vehicles and the related circulation 
within the buildin·g represent basic components of any architectural design. 
Since most major pedestrian and vehicular circulation occurs on the surface, 
access and c+rculation in a surface structure are not usually limited by any 
great physical restrictions. However . in underground space access and circula-
tion represent a somewhat more difficult problem. In mined space especially, 
access is limited to a few points and the integration with established circu-
lation on the surface requires careful layout and design. In this section 
various types of pedestrian and vehicular access are described and some special 
considerations for circulation are presented. 
• pedestrian access 
The types of pedestrian access available in mined space are direct horizontal 
access from the river bluffs, and access through a vertical shaft containing 
elevators or a diagonal shaft containing escalators. Although stairs are 
required for escape, they cannot be considered a basic means of access to space 
so far beneath the surface. 
Access is also available from the lower levels of a deep cut building but an 
elevator or escalator is still the means of conveyance. Some of the variations 
and combinations of these types of access are illustrated below. 
portal access shaft access adjacent bldg. access 
--· -
Each of the first three types of access are different in capacity and, therefore, 
suitable for different functions. Direct horizontal access from the river bluff 
has an almost unlimited capacity and ease of circulation which makes it appropriate 
for any function. Vertical pedestrian access through elevators would be sufficient 
for most uses but there are some limitations. In any function with large numbers 
of people entering or leaving at the same time such as auditoriums or transit 
stations, it would be difficult to provide peak capacity with elevators alone 
unless a very large bank is provided. For the few functions that do require the 
movement of large numbers of people, escalators can serve as a major means of 
access from the surface. The major advantage of escalators is that they provide 
the continuous flow necessary for moving large groups of people. 
Naturally, the elimination of elevator and escalator costs by using direct 
access along the bluffs, is a definite cost saving. However, this type of 
access is not always available or the bluff may not represent the most desirable 
location of the function. In comparing elevators and escalcitors, elevators 
offer far more flexibility in the selection of capacity and speed. Thus, for 
nearly any situation except extremely large capacities, an elevator system will 
be more economical. One contributing factor to this is that a simple vertical 11 
shaft is considerably easier to construct than the much larger excavation and 
backfill operation required for the diagonal escalator shaft. A final point 
is that when there is access to mined space through a deep cut building, the 
circulation systems should be less expensive since special shafts may be elim-
inated and the elevators or escalators can be used more efficiently since they 
serve the deep cut building as well. 
• pedestrian circulation 
The circulation system within mined space obviously depends on the function of 
the space and amount of traffic as it does in any building. Since there are no 
exterior views or points of orientation except along the river bluff, it is 
extremely important that the circulation system is simple and easy to understand. 
Because large pillars must be left for structural support, the horizontal dis-
tances are often greater than a comparable surface or cut and cover space. Thus , 
the horizontal and vertical circulation are limited to a great extent by the 
code requirements for exits which are discussed in the following section . 
• vehicular access 
Vehicular access to mined space is required for service and parking. The simplest 
means is again direct horizontal access from the river bluffs. Service can also 
take place from the surface through an elevator or through the service system 
of an adjacent deep cut building, since the vehicle does not usually have to 
actually enter the space. In the case of parking, access to mined space away 
from the river bluffs becomes more difficult. Two possible means of entering 
isolated mined space with vehicles are by ramps or mechanical lifts. 
In terms of service access , functions can generally be divided into those which 
require direct access by the service vehicle and those for which access by 
service elevator is sufficient. Direct access along the bluffs are adequate 
for any function and service elevators should work for most. The only f unct i ons 
which could not be serviced through an elevator would be storage of large items, 
maintenance or other physical plant activities requiring direct vehicular access , 
and theaters or auditoriums requiring large equipment and sets. 
For parking, direct access from the bluff seems to be the superior solution. 
Ramps to deep space would be costly and difficult to construct while mechanical 
lifts require a great deal of costly equipment, making both solutions economica l ly 
unfeasible in most cases. However, a large deep cut parking structure may provide 
workable access to mined space and the ramps to such a depth would be more 
reasonable since they would be serving many more levels. Of course, the scale 
of the entire underground development influences the relative cost of these 
systems somewhat, but access from the bluffs will usually be less expensive and 
better integrated with the surface roads. 
In the case of service, a direct cost comparison of an elevator system from the 
surface to a service tunnel from the river is not really valid. The determina-
tion of the type of service is not based on cost alone but on the actual func-
tional requirements and the site location. In addition, the scale and nature 
of mined space development influences relative costs a great deal. With the 
development of any reasonable large area of mined space a service tunnel may 
extend to areas quite remote from the bluffs. 
• vehicular circulation 
Vehicular circulation in mined space presents no unique problems comparable 
to those of vehicular access. Parking layouts are demonstrated in the illus- 12 
trative examples presented in the last section of this report. 
code requirements 
The code requirements which influence the planning and layout of mined space 
basically relate to the provision of fire exits. In general, for most of the 
potential functions of mined space, there must be at least two means of exit 
and no point can be farther than 150 1 from an exit or 200 1 if an automatic 
sprinkling system is installed. These distances do not apply for storage or 
other low occupancy uses unless hazardous materials are present. Stairs and 
Escalators must be fully enclosed and smokeproof to be considered as exits. 
· elevators do not usually qualify'as fire exits at all. It is possible that for 
some functions, codes may require fire walls to limit large open areas. This 
should present no great problem. 
In most conventional buildings, the exit requirements do not impose unusual or 
costly restraints. However, in mined space the relatively high cost of shafts 
makes optimal placement of exits an important concern. 
Due to the unique nature of mined space, with a very high resistance to fire 
as well as the relatively high costs of providing frequent fire exits, it is 
possible that variances from the building code may be permitted. If not, there 
are some methods which may reduce shaft costs by providing horizontal fire tunnels 
and escape corridors to the nearest shaft. 
use of fireproof corridors uae of fire tunnels 
In the examples shown here, the area of parking which is within 200 1 of the 
fire exit shaft could be extended by the use of fireproof corridors either along 
the side of the space or within the pillar. A small tunnel in the center of 
a pillar would not reduce the structural stability of the pillar greatly. 
However, it would be more costly than a corridor within the open bay. There are 
many possible layouts where a fire tunnel may satisfy code requirements without 
additional shaft costs. Another possibility is the provision for an emergency 
exit into an existing utility or service access tunnel. 
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flexibility and expansion 
• flexibility 
The term flexibility has a variety of meanings and implications. It can refer 
to the ability to rearrange or subdivide spaces to suit various activities or 
group sizes. Flexibility can also be achieved by providing a variety of fixed 
facilities and spaces that are used when appropriate. In such a system the people 
move to new spaces rather than remain in a changeable space. These types of 
flexibility can be accomplished in ordinary construction with numerous plan lay-
outs and structural systems depending on the specific program for the building. 
They can also be accomplished in mined space even with a rather limited variety 
of structural layouts. 
The important difference between mined space and above ground is that once it is 
created the basic layout can be changed very little. There is no ability to 
tear it down and replace it with more suitable spaces. Certainly, it can be 
renovated within the basic structural shell but the shell must remain. For this 
reason, the long range flexibility of mined space must be considered more care-
fully than in other types of construction. 
Planning for long range flexibility of mined space leads to certain general con-
siderations in design of the space. These include: 
- providing maximum clear spans 
- the ability to remove partition walls without destroying the basic 
shell of the space 
- providing orderly service and mechanical systems with good access 
and space for changing requirements and repair 
- concentration of fixed circulation and service systems (such as 
vertical shafts) to reduce plan limitations and shaft costs 
The following example demonstrates that although the immediate program require-
ments may be met by plan a, plan b provides a more flexible layout for future use. 
plan a plan b 
• future uses 
The determination of what specific requirements should be met in designing a 
flexible layout is difficult to make, but a reasonable assessment of possible 
future uses may provide some guidelines. An immediate use such as coal storage 
in mined space may not require surface access but the plan should reflect logical 
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points of future surface access for likely alternate uses. In another example, 
a structural bay of 50' may be suitable for storage whereas a 55' or 60' bay 
would allow for conversion to a more efficient parking layout. 
While it is important to strive for an optimal system to accommodate any future 
use, it is also important to recognize the special requirements of some functions. 
A mass transit corridor is a unique special use that probably would not be designed 
as a flexible space. 
• expansion 
The future expansion of mined space must also be considered an integral part of 
planning and layout. Any development of mined space will probably occur in phases, 
and some basic implications of this must be considered. 
• future access 
It is likely that first development may occur along the river bluffs where there 
are points of access for service vehicles as well as construction equipment. 
Any expansion further into the bluffs will require some type of access for con-
struction if not for service. It is also important to consider the long range 
possibility of a large scale service loop serving extensive development of mined 
space. Therefore, portals along the bluff should be points of access to an 
eventual system of development, not just serving an immediate specific space. 
initial Ctevelopment space with access portal expansion of space 
• vertical expansion 
It is possible that expansion could take place by excavating deeper into the 
sandstone from an existing mined space, although this would most likely result 
in expensive destruction and reconstruction of the lining of the space. The 
relative costs of initially providing multi-level space will be presented in 
a later section on cost estimating. 
• expansion within structural system 
The dimensions and layout of a space are not totally fixed and may be changed 
within the limits of the structural system used. If a space is planned with 
future expansion as a consideration, then the dimensions can be changed consid-
erably as long as the intervening pillars or ribs can support the new spans. 
This is illustrated in the example on the following page. Also in some cir-
cunstances a rib system can be expanded to a room and pillar system as previously 
mentioned. 
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a- no expansion possible b- phase one c- phase two 
summary 
• modular plan 
The structural capabilities, code requirements, and desire for maximum flexi-
bility all contribute to the planning and layout of mined space. The desire for 
flexibility and the necessity of expansion in particular, suggest a modular 
type of system, a system of space which can accommodate a maximum number of 
possible functions and remain simply organized and intelligible to the user. 
This type of system is likely to be easier to construct and therefore less costly. 
• large scale systems 
On a larger scale, however, it can not necessarily be implied that the most 
satisfactory system will be a rigid repetition of a particular structural bay. 
Perhaps a skeleton of horizontal circulation such as a vehicular service loop 
may tie together several clusters of mined space development with diverse systems 
of organization or orientations. Another possibilitY is a fairly rigid large 
scale system which includes areas of unique character distinct from the system. 
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Conclusive research on the structural limitations of mined space in this area 
has not been completed and potential functions of such space are only speculation 
at this time. It is possible nevertheless to demonstrate in some examples the 
basic concepts of modular system of mined space. A basic so• module is chosen 
as a span that is expected to be easily achieved and that can accommodate most 
typical university functions. The systems demonstrated on the following page are 
the rib system and the room and pillar system. 
system a: room and pillar system b: rib 
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planning and layout of cut and cover space 
physical limitations 
The width .of cut and cover openings do not have any dimensional limits imposed 
by the geology or the nature of its structure. It is limited as any conventional 
structure is by its site and the available structural systems. Since there are 
no general physical limitations to cut and cover space, there are no clear re-
strictions on the types of functions that could occur there. 
The depth of cut and cover space does present some special considerations and 
potential limits. The specific costs are discussed elsewhere in the report, but 
the basic geology should be recognized in planning the lower limits of .the space. 
The first major limitation is the bedrock layer itself which presently represents 
the 1 ower 1 imi. t of most cut and cover space. T.he bedrock can be penetrated and 
connections made to mined space by shafts through the limestone or the entire 
excavation can be extended down into the sandstone. The water table about 30'-
40' below the limestone layer then becomes the lower economic limit to deep cut 
space as it is for mined space. 
shallow cut space deep cut space _spac_ belOw water tabl~ 
access and circulation 
Pedestrian and vehicular access to cut and cover space do not present problems 
as unique and difficult as those of mined space. Since cut and cover spaces are 
sometimes a part of a typical above ground development, they simply are an exten-
sion of the circulation and service systems of the entire development. In cases 
where cut and cover space is not part of any surface structures, specia l atten-
tion should be paid to providing clear and simple access and circulation since 
the overall size and layout of the space is not perceived from the exterior. The 
proximity of cut and cover space to the surface allows for far better integration 
with surface circulation systems than mined space does including use of ramps and 
stairs for pedestrians and ramps for vehicles. 
• functional implications 
The access and circulation in cut and cover space do not present any limitations 
to specific functions. However, there are some possible implications on the 
organization of function. In deeper cut and cover space, the building functions 
might be organized in the reverse manner of a tall building; that is, wi th the 
public and service functions at the top in proximity to the surface and the more 
private functions with less traffic at the lower levels. 
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code requirements 
The code requirements which affect the initial planning and layout of space are 
principally those related to fire exits. The same general requirements for fire 
exits used for most potential University functions apply to cut and cover space. 
There must be at least two means of exit and no point can be further than 150' 
from an exit or 200' if an automatic sprinkling system is installed. In most 
cases these requirements do not impose any uncommon restrictions on planning cut 
and cover space unless access to the surface is limited to a few points. In deep 
cut and cover space which connects to mined space some vertical circulation and 
means of escap~ through the deep cut space will most likely serve the mined space 
as well. In this case, the layout of the cut and cover space will be influenced 
by the placement of exit shafts to best serve a maximum amount of mined space. 
expansion 
Typical horizontal expansion should present no uncommon problems in cut and cover 
space. Since cut and cover space may be adjacent to existing surface structures, 
there is always the opportunity to connect structures below the surface in order 
to provide enclosed pedestrian circulation. If this type of connection is a 
future possibility, this should be a consideration in the initial planning, both 
to include the future connection in the overall circulation patterns and provide 
for a relatively simple means of attaching such a connection to avoid unnecessary 
costs. 
i.nitial cut and cover development expansion to mined space 
Another type of expansion which is somewhat more unique is the connection to mined 
space. If mined space is considered to be a future possibility, access to the 
space may be provided from deep cut and cover spaces. This i ncludes both spaces 
that go to the top of the bedrock as well as those that go into the bedrock. For 
those spaces cut deep into the bedrock, direct horizontal access to the mined 
space is an expansion possibility. For spaces on top of the bedrock, vertical 
shafts through the limestone may provide access to expansion in mined space below. 
If such expansion is a likely possibility, it b~comes an important considerati6n 
in the planning and layout of cut and cover space. 
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summary 
In most general respects the planning and layout of cut and cover space differs 
very little from that of conventional above ground structures. Certainly there 
are unique differences such as the means of entry and the orientation of spaces 
requiring natural light toward courts rather than outward but fundamentally the 
basic building systems are the same. The physical limitation of space, the access 
and circulation and the flexibility and expansion of cut and cover space again 
require some special considerations but do not present completely new systems and 
problems as are found in mined space. In fact, the special considerations which 
deserve re-emphasis mainly concern the relationship of deep cut and cover space 
to mined space. 
Any potential development of mined space on any reasonable scale requires an 
orderly system of circulation from the surface. One major means of providing 
access to mined space is through deep cut and cover space. Therefore, the loca-
tion and development of both cut and cover space and mined space must be integrated 
in long range planning. The effect of this on the planning and layout of deep 
cut and cover space can be demonstrated through the following illustrations. The 
basic shape, size and distance from the portals contribute to the suitability of 
this deep basement space as an access to mined space. With this type of arrange-
ment parking or various other functions can be well integrated with the entire 
building complex. The two plans demonstrate how the layout of the cut and cover 
space can affect the efficiency of the mined space. In plan b, over twice the 
area of mined space can be accessible with the same amount of vertical circulation 
simply because it is located on the periphery, whereas in plan a, any additional 
expansion would require shafts to the surface. 
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Ctesign details: mined space 
In mined space, it has been determined that in most situations it is desirable 
to have a maximum open span within some type of modular system. The details 
shown in this section are illustrated for a so•-6o• bay although they are quite 
generally applicable. The following details are clearly not the only solutions, 
but they serve to illustrate the problems and are also used to arrive at prelim-
inary cost estimates. 
ceiling systems 
In mined space, the limestone layer acts as a natural structural roof secured by 
rock bolting. The thin shale layer beneath the limestone acts as an impervious 
water barrier and creates the perched water table found in the soil. The con-
struction of mined space will require removing the shale and possibly an inferior 
lower layer of limestone in order to have a sound structural roof. Although the 
limestone itself is not porous, water inevitably will seep through joints and 
cracks. Therefore, a basic problem to be faced in mined space is the control and 
diversion of small quantities of water from above. 
system a system b 
system c system d 
For some functions such as fuel storage or large maintenance areas there may be 
no need to deal with this problem since a small amount of water leakage may be 
tolerable. However, for must uses some solution must be found. Sealing joints 
in the limestone perfectly may be impossible and placing a waterproof membrane 
against the limestone requires substantial structural support to withstand the 
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water pressure which would develop in time. Another problem related to placing 
a ceiling tight against the limestone is that it would be impossible to have 
access to the natural limestone roof to inspect the rock condition and bolts 
periodically. Therefore, the most desirable location for a second ceiling would 
be 3'-4' below the limestone allowing a crawl space for inspection. 
A self-supporting ceiling with a crawl space above it would require substantial 
structure to span 50' or 60' but would have an uninterrupted waterproof surface 
on top so that any water seeping through the limestone could be diverted to the 
edges and down into the sewer system or allowed to drain into the sandstone below 
the space. The most desirable type of ceiling system for most functions would 
seem w be a lighter system hung from the rock bolts. A simple water repellant 
panel such as corrugated fiberglass or galvanized metal would be supported on 
metal struts and drain to a gutter along the edge of the space. In addition to 
being lightweight, this system would allow for the removal of panels for any 
occasional maintenance, such as adding rock bolts without destroying a large 
ceiling structure. 
wall and floor systems 
In this area the walls and floors of the mined opening are mainly of St. Peter 
sandstone. There are two basic problems with the walls and floors of mined space. 
The first is that the sandstone is somewhat friable or crumbly and exposure may 
result in wear and even structural failure in extreme cases. The second is the 
possibility of water seeping into the space. The protection of the friable sand-
stone from wear can be accomplished in two ways. One is simply the application 
of a sodium silicate spray which binds a 3"-4" surface layer of the sandstone 
together and makes it resistant to deterioration and wear. This is an excellent 
solution for spaces requiring no finished surfaces such as storage. It is likely 
that nearly any function would require a finished floor, however. The second way 
of protecting the sandstone is by placing a more durabl·e surface over it. A thin 
concrete layer poured against the relatively tough sandstone would provide this 
protection and a smooth surface for the interior space. 
If the space is to be designed to withstand total saturation of the surrounding 
material, any waterproofing on the floor and walls must be structurally capable 
of withstanding the maximum possible water pressure. In some areas, there should 
be no problem with water in the sandstone and the exposed wall or concrete lining 
will be sufficient. However, if there are water problems, the provision of a 
water tight floor and wall system is not extremely difficult and several high 
quality waterproofing systems are available commercially. A waterproof membrane 
requires a relatively smooth surface for application and in mined space would 
have to be applied from the inside of the space. 
These requirements suggest that one possible solution for the wall and floor 
system of mined space is a membrane sandwiched between a thin outer layer of 
gunite applied to the sandstone and a thicker reinforced concrete wall and floor 
poured inside of the waterproofing layer. If the sandstone could be made rela-
tively smooth, it may be possible that the waterproofing membrane could be applied 
directly to it without the first layer of concrete. The reinforced wall would 
be designed to withstand the water pressure. This type of system could be added 
later to a space if water problems developed in a previously dry area. If there 
is a possibility of adding a waterproof membrane and reinforced concrete wall 
later, the space should be designed considering the possible reduction in dimen-
sions. 
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system a system b system c 
These details are obviously for the exterior lining of mined space in contact 
with the sandstone. Any floors or walls occurring within this basic shell 
would be of conventional construction. 
utilities and mechanical systems 
The location of the various mechanical and electrical systems in mined space are 
an important consideration both in the general planning and organization of 
utilities to serve mined space as well as the design of individual spaces. 
Presently, numerous tunnels in mined space are used to supply steam and provide 
sewers for surface structures. The connection of mined space to these systems 
should be relatively simple and inexpensive compared to surface buildings ~nee 
no costly shafts are required. However, some pumping may be required to drain 
into present sewer lines. A more difficult problem with the present utility 
tunnels is the need to cross or even relocate some tunnels in order to develop 
mined space. In some cases, utility lines can simply pass through the mined 
· space within the ceiling space or tunnels could even run through pillars. Some 
existing tunnels may be older and need eventual replacement which could be made 
to coincide with mined space construction. 
The location of the mechanical and electrical systems required inside of a space 
is not a difficult architectural problem. It is mentioned here to point out some 
additional considerations and present some illustrative examples of possible 
arrangements. Using a concrete wall and floor lining and a ceiling system hung 
from the limestone, a likely place for utilities might be in the space above the 
ceiling and down through continuous or occasional vertical chases. Systems such 
as lighting and ventilation would require frequent penetration of the waterproof 
layer on the ceiling and create possible problems. The crawl space would have 
to be enlarged to accommodate any additional equipment. Where there is a definite 
water problem from the limestone, it seems simpler to leave the waterproof hung 
ceiling intact and locate the systems beneath it. The ducts, conduits and fix-
tures could be exposed if desired or a second hung ceiling could enclose the 
mechanical space, both methods being typical construction practice. All of 
these systems are reasonably flexible and access for expansion or changes in the 
system should be no problem. 
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section of mined space 
shafts 
A basic component of most mined space is the shaft. Shaf~s are used primarily 
for access and housing mechanical service to the space below. The types of 
access include elevators (both passenger and service), fire stairs, and escalators. 
Elevators for vehicles or spiraling ramps can also be enclosed in shafts to mined 
space but this is far less likely. The primary mechanical system that occupies 
substantial space in shafts is ventilation. The size of ducts to the surface 
depends on the size of the space and the specific ventilation requirements of 
the function. Another similar use is emergency smoke venting in case of fire. 
Special vents can open when smoke is present and allow it to escape from the 
otherwise enclosed space. 
In most cases it is easier to construct shafts in a cylindrical shape so the 
outer wall can act as a compression ring and very little steel reinforcing or 
interior structural walls are needed. However, in some cases this may not be 
true. A pair of elevators, for example, may be housed in a rectangular shaft 
since the wall spans are not large. Most utility ·shafts in this area are exca-
vated and lined with about one foot of concrete. For shafts enclosing elevators 
and stairs, it is possible that a waterproof membrane would be included. 
• shaft layout 
The layout of the shafts in mined space is a critical cost and planning factor. 
In some cases a number of small shafts with various functions may be appropriate 
and in others, a concentration of all access and mechanical systems into a few 
large shafts may be more economical. A few basic shaft sizes and layouts are 
illustrated here for single and combined uses. These will be used as a basis 
for determining costs and optimal shaft placement in a later section. 
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15.ft. diam. shafts · 20ft. diam. shafts 25 ft. diam. et\afta 
design of tunnels 
Although most of this report refers to the development of large openings in the 
bedrock, the excavation of tunnels and other smaller spaces must not be over-
looked. The continuing excavation and construction of small utility tunnels is 
a likely part of any future above or below ground development at the University. 
In addition to utilities there is the possible development of mass transit re-
quiring somewhat larger tunnels. For general reference and si nce transit tunnels 
may have to be coordinated with other mined space development , some typical sec-
tions of tunnels are presented here. For typical fixed guideway vehicles, two 
basic tunnel configurations are possible. The first is a singl~ guideway tunnel 
of either a circular or horseshoe cross-section. These do not need to be loc~ted 
immediately beneath the limestone. The second is a double gu i deway tunnel which 
is similar to typical mined space development located just beneath the limestone. 
In a relatively unfinished space such as a transit tunnel, waterproofing is not 
considered necessary and any moisture is collected in a drainage channel. The 
double guideway tunnel is similar to a typical tunnel for service vehicles to 
mined space. 
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double guideway tunnel 
single tunnel- circular section slng" tunnel- horseshoe aectioo 
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design details: cut and cover space 
In the case of cut and cover space in particular, almost all of the building 
systems and construction details are quite conventional and, therefore, will not 
be discussed here. There are, however, a few basic aspects of detailed design 
concerning the roof cover, which deserves special consideration. This will be 
discussed briefly here simply to illustrate the problem and some g~neral solutions. 
roof covering 
The tenn cut and cover construction as used in this report is rather general and 
includes the below grade portion of surface buildings, as wel l as totally under-
ground spaces to various depths with a variety of roof coverings. In the total ly 
or nearly totally underground structures, the roof is the only surface of the 
building which is exposed to the surface and has some unique problems and possi-
bilities. One of the primary advantages of underground space is its ability to 
conserve energy by reducing heat loss and providing a high thermal mass for 
retention of heatiJng and cooling. In cut and cover space thi s is provided by the 
floor and walls but not always by the roof. Of course, a conventional building 
roof or a deck over underground space can be extremely well insulated by a variety 
of materials. One product often used on decks or plazas ·is a poured lightweight 
insulating fill. Another is a thin layer of polystyrene insulation. One advan-
tage of products such as these is the relatively high insulati on value provided 
without much extra load on the structure. The unique advantage of providing a few 
feet of earth rather than a few inches of insulation is not so much in superior 
insulating value based on thetransmission, but the great thermal capacity of a 
larger mass which has the ability to retain heating or cooling over longer periods 
in the daily cycle and result in substantial energy savings. Nevertheless, the 
alternative of using earth to cover the structure requires substantially more 
structural support and it is doubtful that more than a thin layer of earth is 
economically justified. There are other considerations in the design of the roof 
covering such as aesthetics which cannot be evaluated in general. 
section a section b section c 
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The design of the roof for mined space does not follow the normal process of 
structural design where the sizes of slabs and beams can be selected to meet 
loading conditions. Instead, the structural element of the roof is the limestone 
layer itself. Its thickness, degree of jointing and strength in any one location 
are parameters that must be accepted. The design process then involves checking 
whether the limestone in its local condition is capable of supporting itself and 
the above ground over the desired span. Improvements can be made to this ability 
and the most applicable method for this situation is to tie together layers of 
the limestone with rock bolts to ensure a unified beam of limestone of sufficient 
thickness to span the opening. These rock bolts also prevent any thin (6 11 ) layers 
from becoming detached from the underside of the roof. Hhere vertical joints 
are present, the 'beam' formed does not carry its load in the normal beam bending 
mode. Provided shear resistance on vertical faces is sufficient to prevent blocks 
dropping vertically downwards, the blocks must rotate as they attempt to move into 
the opening. The dimensions of the blocks and the presence of the surrounding 
limestone will not allow this, however, and the blocks become permanently wedged, 
bridging the opening with what is termed a linear arch or Voussoir beam. More 
substantial support to the rock is available in the form of st eel beams, props 
and hydraulic jacks. These are used in tunneling and mining to provide artific ial 
support where the rock cannot support itself. However, they are very expensive 
and would also infringe greatly on the size and flexibility of the underground 
space. It would undoubtedly be uneconomic to support more than a small percentage 
of underground space in this manner. 
It is envisaged at present that 111 diameter steel reinforcing bars 8'-10' long 
would be grouted (cemented) into the roof on a 4' or 5' grid. The 4' or 5' grid 
patterns are a common practice in rock bolting and more design information would 
have to be collected before this could be increased. The bolts would be installed 
at an angle to insure intercepting vertical joints providing added resistance 
against shear failure on these joints (especially important at the edges of the 
excavation). This level of support is presently considered very adequate for 
the 50'-60' spans envisaged. Parking layouts have been worked out using a 60' 
span on the rib system; archive and other space on a 50' span room and pillar 
system. Prior to obtaining more conclusive evidence from the underground test 
room this is reasonable because the clear distance between supports at an inter-
section of the room and pillar system is approximately 70'. This compares with 
67' for an intersection of a 60' span and a 30' cross-cut in the rib system. 
Because of the massive weight of the rock itself (1 ft. thickness of rock is 
equivalent to 160 lb/ft 2 loading ,i.e. a very heavy fl~or loading for a ~om~er­
cial building) weights of structural materials for an 1nternal roof are ~n~lg­
nificant compared with the weight of the rock. Hence, any waterproof ce1~1~g 
installed below the limestone can be hung from the roof as can be any add1t1onal 
false ceiling for aesthetic or acoustical purposes. The provision of a waterproof 
ceiling is intended to catch the slight seepage that may oc~ur through the 
limestone joints, divert it to the sides of the room where 1t can be collected 
and drained into the sandstone below the room or into storm sewer tunnels. Any 
larger flows, if encountered, could be reduced to these proportions by grouting 
the joints that are causing the problem. 
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roof on. completion of bCaYation 
rHin grouted rock bolt formation of linear arch 
pillar and wall design 
The walls of the mined space must be strong enough to resist sloughing into the 
excavation under their own weight and also to withstand the additional load that 
was originally carried by the excavated material. The total additional load to 
be carried is easily calculated as the weight of material above the opening. 
The distribution of this load, however, is very complex and depends on the rela-
tive deformations associated with compression of the rock formations, the orien-
tation and degree of jointing in the roof and many other factors. If the load 
is mostly transferred to the immediate edges of the excavation, more problems 
can be expected than if the load is spread deeper into the rock mass. 
transfer of load to pillars 
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As the mined space considered here is close to the surface, both the original 
and the final pressures on the walls of a single so• opening will be low and 
the stability of the walls should not be a problem. 
For larger units of mined spa~e which involve leaving ribs or pillars, the 
approximate average increase of stress can be calculated by finding the extrac-
tion ratio for the system used. The extraction ratio is the ratio of the area 
excavated to the total area before excavation. For the room and pillar system 
with equal pillar sizes and spans the extraction ratio is 75% and hence the final 
average pillar stress approximately 4x the original vertical stress in the sand-
stone (since the pillars form 25% of the original area). For the rib system with 
equal spans and pillars the extraction ratio is 50% and hence the average pillar 
stress is 2x the original. The rib system obviously has a larger factor of 
safety at the expense of having to extend farther laterally to obtain the same 
amount of space. Since the rib system can be converted to a room and pillar 
system by widening cross-cuts through the pillars, use of the rib system as a 
first step to the room and pillar situation would appear to be prudent, at least 
on initial excavations of this type. The pillars could then be monitored as the 
load on them is increased by further excavation. 
approximate ar•as of roof supported by individual pillars or ribs 
Another consideration in pillar design is the effect of the shape and size of a 
pillar on its load carrying capacity. Most of the research in this area has 
been concerned with pillars in coal seams. A range of results have been obtained 
by various researchers due to the different materials used and discrepancies 
between test procedures but a simplified relationship cited for the strength of 
a pillar is that: 
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This cannot be taken to be completely 
the probable relationships involved. 
any change in width, the strength and 
approximately halved. To achieve the 
pillar must be increased about 30%. 
valid for sandstone but it does illustrate 
If the pillar height is doubled without 
the total load capacity of the pillar is 
same load capacity the width of a square 
As an added safety measure ribs should be incorporated at intervals in a room 
and pillar design to prevent an isolated pillar failure from providing a mechanism 
for the progressive collapse of other pillars. 
·amall room and pillar system expansion of system 
construction of internal structure 
Where portal access for construction equipment and trucks to be driven right 
. into the mined space is provided, construction within the excavated room should 
be no more difficult than in normal situations. Delays due to the weather or 
protection from extremes of temperature will not be a problem underground. 
Because of this, consideration should be given to letting contracts for the 
winter months when contractors have the least work and are likely to bid the 
lowest. Access tunnels should be of sufficient width for two-way construction 
traffic and have normal roadway height clearances. Curves of intersections 
should allow long trucks to negotiate the turns without undue difficulty. 
Forms for pouring the concrete walls could be supported by anchoring them into 
the walls or by bracing, but in view of the large area of wall of a repetitive 
nature, travelling steel forms should provide a much faster and cheaper solution. 
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In two level space it is desirable that the lower level allows the same degree 
of flexibility given by the clear span of the roof in the upper level. Precast 
T-beams or double T beams are available to span 50'-60' and where they could be 
brought in through portal access, the height of the cavern above the intermediate 
floor would allow tilting and raising the beams into position. Where such a 
system is not possible in-situ slab and column construction with a single central 
column would provide an alternative at approximately the same cost but reduced 
flexibility. Another possible solution is a poured-in place concrete beam and 
slab system that spans the entire bay. This type of floor system is more costly 
but may be the best solution when a clear span is desired and pre-cast elements 
are not feasible. When considering the erection of beams and formwork in mined 
space, it should be remembered that rock bolts in the massive limestone can provide 
substantial temporary support or lifting capacity. If columns were used for the 
internal structure, no special provision for foundations other than local rein-
forcing of the floor slab would be necessary since the allowable bearing capacity 
of the sandstone is very high. 
structure at portal 
Additional structural treatment of mined space is necessary at the portal entrances 
in the river bluffs. Because the limestone is not confined on one side and because 
of the effects of erosion and weathering, the limestone is generally in poorer 
condition and more frequently jointed than away from the bluffs. To allow for 
this it is suggested that portal openings be limited to about 30' span and extend 
back into the bluff for at least 50' before widening or changing to the full 
scale room and pillar system. 
A concrete lining should be applied to at least the first 10' of the portal access 
for increased stability and to prevent accelerated weathering in these areas. The 
lining should extend beyond the face of the portal incorporating a roof structure 
to catch small-medium size rocks and any shale or soil that may fall from the 
natural weathering processes on the bluff. The possibility of large rock move-
ments should be prevented in the portal area by the use of long rock bolts to tie 
the rock mass together. These need not be obtrusive if fully grouted bolts are 
used since no bearing plates for the bolts would be required. 
section of portal elevation 
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cut and cover buildings in soil 
While cut and cover buildings in soil do not present any uncommon engineering 
problems, there exists a large variety of methods of constructing such buildings 
which can profoundly affect the performance and cost of the excavation and 
structure. A general discussion of this was made in the earlier report and some 
details will be presented here. 
The common method of constructing deep basements of underground buildings in the 
University area at present is to use steel H-piles with wood lagging in-between 
for a temporary retaining wall incorporating tie backs for additional support. 
When the excavation is complete, the building is constructed within the excava-
tion, allowing sufficient working space outside the permanent retaining wall for 
erection and dismantling of forms, applying waterproofing to the outside face, 
etc. ~Jhen the building shell is complete to ground level, the temporary retain-
ing wall is removed gradually as backfilling around the building proceeds. The 
tie backs are cut off at the surface and left in the ground. While this probably 
represents the cheapest system of temporary retaining for a normal building base-
ment, there are some drawbacks to the method which should be considered. The 
excavated area is at least 41 larger all around than the exterior dimensions of 
the final building. This can become significant on smaller buildings. The steel 
piles and wood lagging are a relatively flexible retaining system and do permit 
some movement of the adjacent ground and often some loss of soil in wet weather. 
Adjacent to old or important buildings with shallow foundations the dangers of 
such movement are magnified. Finally, the process involves a great deal of wasted 
effort since the expensive temporary retaining wall is not incorporated into the 
final design. 
Steel sheet piling differs from this type of construction only in probably 
allowing less ground loss but requiring more pile driving which is a noise nuisance 
in congested areas. Bored, cast-in place concrete piles, however, offer a dif-
ferent alternative. Reinforced concrete piles are cast in holes drilled in the 
ground at a close enough spacing to form a continuous wall. The drilling opera~ 
tion is quieter than for pile driving, the wall can function as both a temporary 
and permanent retaini'ng wall and it can carry the load from any exterior above 
ground columns at ground level. It still requires bracing or tie backs but these 
can be incorporated into the permanent design. If waterproofing is required, the 
wall must be smoothed sufficiently to apply this and then a wall built within to 
withstand only the water pressure, the ground pressure being taken by the outside 
wall. This method reduces the possibility of the settlement of adjacent buildings. 
It has been incorporated with a construction sequence of casting the outer per-
imeter of each floor slab on the earth as the building is excavated (reducing 
formwork costs and acting as retaining wall supports). Consulting engineers for 
several underground structures constructed in this manner have claimed it to be 
fast and economical for deep basements. Diaphragm walls are the next step up in 
security against movement of adjacent buildings. They are constructed by digging 
a long, deep trench kept filled with a mud slurry to hold back the walls of the 
trench. The reinforcing is lowered into the trench and it is concreted by dis-
placing the slurry out of the trench as heavier concrete is pumped through a 
pipe into the bottom of the trench. It is an expensive method of construction 
at present, but again does provide permanent as well as temporary support. 
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The cheapest and easiest treatment of excavation walls is to slope them. This 
is commonly done in the University area at a slope of approximately 1~ (horiz) 
1 (vert). Unfortunately, there is rarely sufficient area outside the building 
for this to be done on all sides. A 200' square building 50' deep would require 
at least a 350' square area for this to be done and would destroy any mature 
trees that might be saved with a retaining wall. Naturally, the best alternative 
is no treatment of the sides of an excavation and this can occur when a new 
building is constructed immediately against an older building extending to bed-
rock. This has already been done on campus with the phased construction of 
Health Sciences Units A and B-C. Since the temporary retaining wall cost domin-
ates the cost of providing the excavation even in large areas, this represents 
a large cost saving in the excavation phase as well as the elimination of water-
proofing and permanent retaining wall costs on that side of a building. Hence, 
consideration should be given in areas where future adjacent construction may 
occur of extending basements {probably of a larger size than the building itself) 
to the limestone to facilitate the future excavation as well as providing the 
immediate benefits of additional underground space. 
Permanent retaining wall design will consist of a reinforced concrete wall whether 
built free standing inside a temporary retaining wall or cast against a concrete 
pile wall as discussed above. In either case, the walls are supported against 
lateral soil and water pressure by the floors in the building . The diagrams below 
illustrate methods of avoiding water problems. This is discussed further with 
reference to deep cut building. As the pressure increases with depth, large 
floor/ceiling heights should be avoided at depth in the soil except where large 
machinery required for servicing the building must be placed on the bottom floor 
due to its heavy weight. 
avoiding water problems in shallow cut space 
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deep cut and cover buildings 
Deep cut and cover buildings extending through the limestone present some different 
problems to those discussed for shallow cut and cover situations. When excavating 
through the limestone, although it is more difficult to excavate the limestone, 
the sides of the excavation will stand with minimal support. The only probable 
treatments would be pre-splitting to obtain a smooth blasted face and rock bolting 
to retain any loose blocks. The sandstone is easily excavated and will also 
stand with little or no support. This means that the cost per cubic yard of 
providing the excavation will not greatly increase when extending a building 
through the limestone. 
The presence of the perched water table complicates the decisions about water-
proofing any cut and cover space and, in particular, any structure which will 
pass through the sealing layers of limestone and shale which prevent its connec-
tion with the main water table. The alternatives used for buildings extending 
to the limestone are either to apply a high quality waterproof membrane to the 
outside of the permanent retaining wall or to use less water protection and 
provide a free draining layer around and under the building which is drained to 
a storm sewer in the sandstone. This would also be used in deep space to avoid 
having to design for large water pressures. The problems with this method are 
that the free draining layer may clog with time, allowing the water pressure to 
build up anyway and that the effects of widespread depression of the perched water 
table cannot easily be foreseen. It may also interfere with the development of 
mined space in the area by creating a heavy water flow around the building. 
Having decided to waterproof the structure adequately and prevent free draining 
around the structure, the construction procedure in the limestone and sandstone 
should involve applying a smoothing layer to the sides of the excavation, applying 
the waterproofing membrane to this and casting the reinforced wall against this. 
deep space waterproofing solutions 
The practice of constructing the permanent wall free standing within the excava-
tion would provide a free draining layer in the backfill and would not provide an 
easy transition to mined space. Grouting joints and fissures in the limestone 
adjacent to the building could also be used to limit the drainage if necessary. 
The transition from construction in the overburden to construction in the lime-
stone can be easily made by keeping the exterior faces of the permanent retaining 
wall in line. A temporary retaining wall in the soil could then be provided at 
a sufficient distance from this to provide the necessary working space. This 
allows the waterproof membrane to be straight and continuous. 36 
shafts 
Shafts can be considered as miniature deep cut excavations and hence the comments 
on waterproofing versus draining made above are still applicable. Large shafts 
are constructed in much the same manner as deep excavations except that the 
working space is greatly restricted and that the soil is usually held back by 
bracing across the shaft or by using a circular liner plate. Large shafts must 
be blasted through the limestone but smaller shafts (under 10'-15') can be 
drilled. The drilled shaft is faster, provides a smooth wall to the excavation 
and does not damage the surrounding limestone. Up to 25' diameter shafts can be 
drilled through the overburden. Obviously, drilled shafts must be circular 
whereas blasted shafts can be circular or square. Circular shafts can be lined 
more cheaply since soil and water pressure are carried in direct compression of 
.the concrete ring. Square shafts, on the other hand, while requiring design for 
bending in the walls, usually allow a more efficient utilization of the space 
provided. 
Long diagonal shafts are required for escalators. In the overburden this would 
require construction of the shaft lining in a long deep trench followed by back-
filling to the surface. The shaft could, however, be blasted at the required 
angle through the limestone. The construction of such a shaft would be very 
expensive and probably only justified for special intensive uses such as a transit 
station. 





Energy conservation is one of the principle attractions of underground space 
development. It is known from existing examples as well as intuitive estimates 
that substantial energy savings are possible. It has .been shown that an under-
ground manufacturing plant in Kansas City has operating costs that are less than 
10% of a comparable above ground building. Unfortunately, consistent and reliable 
estimates of actual cost savings are quite difficult to pinpoi nt. One reason 
is that there are numerous interrelated and complex variables which affect the 
mechanical requirements of a space, making it extremely diffi cult to generalize 
from specific examples. Another reason is that some basic properties of under-
ground spaces such as the rate of heat and moisture flow into the rock or earth 
are not yet well enough documented to be used for actual mechanical calculations. 
Nevertheless, we are presenting some hypothetical energy calculations in order 
to illustrate the magnitude of potential savings and serve as a basis for a 
discussion of the various factors affecting energy conservation. Following the 
figures, the various factors used in the calculations are presented and explained. 
Finally, this section concludes with a general presentation of heat flow charac-
teristics underground, the shape and layout of underground space with respect 
to mechanical requirements, and long range cost figures. 
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comparison of surface/ sub-surface energy use 
neating loads 
In order to compare the energy requirements of mined, cut and cover, and typical 
surface space, a unit of space ha s been selected (50 1 x 100• x 25 1 deep or 10,000 
ft 2 floor area) and the heat losses calculated for each of the three locations 
at the winter design temperature of -20° F. The two major components of heat 
loss are the transmission l oss through the bui~ding walls and the loss due to 
· the introduction of outside air for ventilation. Since venti lation requirements 
depend on function, occupancy and other factors, the calculations were done for 
both a minimum and a normal ventilation level for typical un iversity buildings. 
The ventilation losses are the same for all three types of space, while the 
transmission losses differ signif i cantly. In the two level space used for these 
calculations, the transmission loss is a somewhat larger percentage of the tot al 
than in a larger multi-level space. For this reason, comparative heat losses 
for various sizes and shapes of buildings will follow in a later section. (The 
results of the calculations indicate total heat losses in cut and cover space 
from 20 to 30% less than surface space and losses in mined space from 30 to 40% 
less than the surface.) 
The internal heat gain due to lights and people have been added to the total 
heat losses to indicate a more realistic heat loss during the daytime. When 
the internal heat gain is included in the calculations, the percentages increase 
up to 60% in cut and cover space and 85% in mined space for 100% occupancy. 
Although these figures reflect significant savings, it is essential to note that 
they are based on assumptions which are quite variable. However, in this compar-
ison the values that are generally most favorable to surface space and least 
favorable to underground space were used. It may be that the rather substantial 
savings indicated here are minimum values which can be improved upon with proper 
design. 
cooling loads 
In a similar manner to the heat losses calculated for the winter, the equivalent 
heat gains in summer for surface, cut and cover, and mined space are ca lculated 
here. The design temperature used for the peak summer load is 90°F. The same 
sizes of space, ventilation requirements and other values used to calculate 
heat losses are used in the cooling calculations. One notable difference 
between surface and mined space in the summer is that transmission through 
the walls produces a heat gain above ground and heat loss below ground. In 
determining the peak cooling load, the internal heat gains are added to the 
other loads. The results indicate about a 10% to 15% reduction in cut and cover 
space and 20% to 35% reduct ion in mined space with respect to surface space with 
50% occupancy. ~~hen 100% internal heat gain is included in the calculations, the 
percentages are diminished slightly but underground space remains super ior. 
As previously stated, these figures are based on a number of assumptions and are 
taken for the peak load condition and cannot be considered as conclusive. However, 
they are indicative of the potential savings and serve to illustrate the magnitude 
of various factors involved. Following the calculations is an explanat ion of 
the values used and the va r ious factors affecting energy savings. 
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factors affecting energy use 
transmission 
The heat loss which occurs by transmission through the exterior surfaces repre-
sents a major difference between surface and sub-surface space. It is based 
on the U-factors of the exterior surfaces and the temperature differential 
between the two sides of the surface. The cooling load presents a more complex 
set of variables. While above ground space is gaining heat through the exterior 
surfaces, below ground space is losing heat to the earth. The values used and 
assumptions made are presented in this section. 
In the summer cooling load calculations the transmission load in surface struc~ 
tures includes additional heat sources such as solar radiation through the walls 
which is done by adjusting the actual temperature differential to a higher figure 
equivalent to these additional loads. Solar heat gain through glass can raise 
the cooling load considerably, but is not included in these comparisons. Even a 
building with 20% glass can have a peak cooling load 50% higher than a windowless 
structure. Any glass areas in surface buildings would only increase the relative 
energy savings found in underground space. 
• U-factors 
The values used in calculating transmission losses were selected to be particularly 
favorable to surface space in order to avoid a biased comparison. The above 
ground structures are assumed to have a U-factor of .20 fo~ the walls and .10 
for the roof and floor. The figures are quite good considering that no windows 
or doors were included in the calculations. Some windows are likely in any above 
ground building and would raise the transmission losses considerably. However 
for this comparison a windowless, well insulated space is used. 
For cut and cover and mined space all exterior surfaces are considered to have 
U-factors of .10. For the roof of outdoor space this is similar to the surface 
building. However it might be reduced further with some additional earth covering. 
The walls and floor of a typical basement are considered to have aU-factor of .10. 
While the values used for the above ground structure are very good, the U-factor 
used below ground will probably be poorer than the actual condition, especially 
in deeper spaces. As in surface space, no windows or openings were included in 
cut and cover space for simplicity. 
• temperture differential 
The winter design temperature of -20°F and the summer temperature of 90°F represent 
peak load conditions for the Minneapolis-St. Paul area. Although these tempera-
tures do not produce an accurate reflection of costs over a season, they are 
useful in demonstrating the magnitude of savings possible. They do reflect the 
possible reduction in equipment sizes for underground buildings. 
For surface structures, the previously mentioned winter design temperature is 
used for the heat losses through the walls and roof, while a ground temperature 
of 40°F is used under the floor. In cut and cover space, the ground temperature 
under the fl oar is considered to be 50°.F at a depth of 25 feet. The temperature 
differential for the walls is an approximate average of the above and below ground 
temperature 20°F for the first ten feet and then a constant 50°F for the remaining 
wall below 10 feet. In mined space, all the surrounding rock is considered to 
be 50°F. These figures are based on temperatures recorded below ground on campus 
and if anything are low rather than high. 
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The summer temperature differentials for surface space are based on data from 
ASHRAE. For example, for the roof at 2:00 p.m. the equivalent outdoor temper-
ature including solar radition and other factors is 75° + 50° or 125° F. For 
cut and cover space the same figure is used for the roof, although the radiation 
in particular could be reduced by some additional earth cover. The ground 
temperature for the walls in cut and cover space is assumed to be 60°F while 
the floor is 50°F. Again, these values are conservative and the actual wall 
temperatur~s may be lower. In mined space, the surrounding rock is assumed to 
be 50°F year round. 
ventil~tion 
Tile heat losses or gains due to the introduction of fresh air into an occupied 
space usually comprise a major portion of the total load. It has been speculated 
that any energy saving potential of undetground space would be offset by the 
required ventilation load. While minimizing ventilation requirements certainly 
enhances the energy savings potential of any space, underground space is by no 
means dependent on extremely low ventilation requirements to provide substantial 
reduction in energy use. Two reasonably standard levels of ventilation reflecting 
different occupancies have been selected and the three types of space are com-
pared in both cases. The actual figures and assumptions used are presented here. 
In addition, awareness of the need for energy conservation has produced new 
developments such as energy recovery systems and changing code requirements for 
ventilating. All of these are equally applicable above and below ground but 
they increase the relative impact of energy savings underground. 
• assumptions 
The ventilation load depends on the total occupancy of the space and the amount 
of fresh air per occupant. The lower level selected for the examples is 50 ft 2 
of floor area per person maximum occupancy with 7.5 cfm per person outside air 
(or 100 ft 2 per person with 15 cfm per person outside air). This would be an 
adequate level of ventilation for many functions including office space, many 
laboratories and libraries; more than adequate for various storage and service 
areas. The higher level selected for the examples is 25 ft 2 per person maximum 
occupancy with 7.5 cfm per person outside air (or 50 ft 2 per person with 15 cfm 
per person riutside air). This level of ventilation would be adequate for class-
rooms, meeting rooms; and most lounge, eating and recreational areas. At the 
overall requirement of six air changes per hour, the lower figure for outside 
air represents 15% of all the air circulated and the higher figure represents 
30% fresh air. 
An underground parking garage would require substantially more outside air but 
it would not need to be heated or cooled to the same level so it cannot be in-
cluded in this comparison. The energy used for simply ventilating is rather 
small compared to heating and cooling. However, the cost of the ductwork and 
the entire mechanical system is a cost that would not exist in an above ground 
parking structure. 
• infiltration 
In order to make a fair comparison between above and below ground space, the 
extra load of heating or cooling air introduced by infiltration is ignored. This 
is because this load can vary considerably and is somtimes el iminated by ventil-
ation under pressure. In underground space, infiltration is almost negligible 
compared to the surface. Any infiltration at all that occurs in above ground 
space would result in an additional load and represents another significant 
advantage of below ground space. 43 
• future trends 
Although the figures presented in this comparison are based on standard ventil-
ation loads, there is the possibility of revision of the existing codes resulting 
in a lowering of ventilation requirements. Concern over energy conservation has 
led to the realization that some requirements for outside air can simply be 
reduced or that by additional filtering of recirculated air, a reduction in fresh 
air can take place. Optimizing existing technology can result in substantial 
savings. These trends are important becaus·e any reduction in the ventilation 
load greatly enhances the relative savings in underground space. 
• energy recovery 
One energy conserving device which reduces the ventilation load substantially is 
a heat exchanger or energy recovery sys.tem. In \'linter the warmth of the air being 
exhausted from the space is transferred to the cool outside air being taken in. 
With a system such as this from 30 to 60% of the energy lost through ventilation 
can be recovered depending on the design and efficiency of the device used. 
Again, this type of saving would greatly complement the other advantages in below 
ground space. 
• humidity 
In addition to ra1s1ng or lowering ventilation air to a comfortable temperature 
which is reflected in the sensible ventilation load, the air must be brought to 
a comfortable humidity level as well which is reflected in the latent ventilation 
load. The latent loads presented in the calculations are based on standard 
practice of raising outdoor air to 30% R.H. in the winter and lowering outdoor 
air to 50% R.H. in the summer. If the underground space is well sealed against 
moisture, these loads should be the same above or below ground. It is possible , 
however, that a higher level of humidity may be found underground and not be so 
high that complete moisture protection is necessary. In this case, the l~tent 
ventilation load in the winter could be reduced since incoming air would not 
need to be humidified as much. It is likely that any savings made in the winter 
would be more than offset by greater dehumidification requirements in the summer. 
internal heat gain 
The internal heat gain due to lights, people, and mechanical equipment is another 
variable which can have a significant effect on the heating and cooling loads of 
a space. This internal heat is not necessarily a constant load and obviously 
depends on the specific use of the space. While it would be considered part of 
the peak load for cooling in summer, it may not be counted on to help offset 
the peak load in winter. For the purposes of our calculations, it was sufficient 
to select a standard lighting level of 3 watts/ft 2 which produces about 10 
BTU/hr per ft 2 • Then for the two levels of occupancy previously described, it 
was assumed that each person contributed 450 BTU/hr heat gain. So for the two 
level space with the lower occupancy figure of 200 people (50 ft 2 /person), the 
internal heat gain is 90,000 BTU/hr for the people and 100,000 BTU/hr for the 
lights. For the higher occupancy level of 400 people (25 ft 2 /person) the gain 
is 180,000 BTU/hr for the people. These figures reflect the absolute maximum. 
Therefore, a figure for 50% of the lights and people is indicated and may reflect 
a more typical situation. In many circumstances, the internal heat gain can go 
beyond offsetting the heating load and actually create a need for cooling in the 
middle of winter. The implications of this are quite important in determining 
energy costs. 
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• heat gain balance 
The figures shown for heat loss totals are calculated at -20°F. The internal 
heat gain can help to reduce the load but does not offset the heat losses at 
this temperature. However, at a somewhat higher temperature the gains equal 
or exceed the losses, and it becomes necessary to add no new heat; in fact, 
the space must be cooled even though the outdoor temperature is well below room 
temperature. It is possible in this situation to cool the space using outside 
air for the relatively small energy cost of operating the ventilating equipment. 
This would require an ability to provide a variable volume of outside air 
depending on the quantity needed to cool the indoor space. This possibility 
means that the heating requirements during winter could be limited to only 
certain times of the day and to only rather low temperatures when there is a 
substantial internal heat gain. 
For the relatively well insulated above ground space used in the examples, a 
high internal heat gain (100% lights and people) can offset the heat losses when 
the outdoor temperature is in the range of 20°F . to 300F. For cut and cover 
and mined space the heat losses can be offset by the same internal heat gain at 
0°F to l0°F. In some circumstances of high internal heat gain, mined space can 
be shown to require heat only at the most extreme winter temperatures. These 
facts amplify the potential energy savings with underground space during the 
heating season. In addition to having smaller heat losses at any given temper-
ature, heating can be eliminated in underground space at a temperature about 20° 
lower than the corresponding temperature in above ground space. Thus the length 
of time heat is required can be significantly reduced in spaces that have con-
stant substantial internal heat gains. 
heat flow characteristics 
The actual heat flow characteristics of a space surrounded by earth or rock are 
quite different than those of a space enclosed by a conventional building skin. 
The heat loss or gain through a typical building is in a steady state condition 
with a predictable constant rate based on the insulation value of the material 
and the temperature difference. A space surrounded by earth would lose heat to 
the earth but as the earth absorbs heat, the temperature of the earth would rise 
and the heat loss would diminish. This process could take a long period, even 
a few years, before some predictable steady state is reached. 
The calculations of heating and cooling loads at the beginning of this section 
do not take into account these characteristics and it is difficult to properly 
include them at this time since little experimental data is available. However, 
the implications of this gradual warming effect are obvious. In the winter, even 
less heat loss due to transmission would occur underground than is indicated in 
the calculations. It should be carefully noted that the examples reflect a worse 
heat loss than will be found in sub-surface space after a short period of time. 
If a higher ground temperature were sustained year around, the cooling load would 
be increased but it would still remain less than above ground space. It is 
possible that heating would be almost eliminated with cooling and humidity control 
becoming the only substantial loads underground. Under these circumstances it 
would be of great importance to cool the space as much as possible by introducing 
outside air, thus providing no sensible heat load during most of the year. Many 
energy saving devices are applicable above or below ground but the unique heat 
flow characteristics of the underground are impossible to duplicate with surface 
construction and they further enhance the overall energy saving potential of the 
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heat retention and thermal mass 
Another closely related characteristic of underground space is its high thermal 
mass which is the ability to store heating or cooling for release during a later 
time period. In space covered by earth, heat gain caused by high summer temper-
atures during the day is stored in the thermal mass or earth surrounding the 
building and released at night into the atmosphere. In mined space, the sur-
rounding rock is virtually unaffected by surface temperature changes. In the 
winter, the space can "coast" for longer periods of time due to its ability to 
retain heat after any heat sources have been shut down. The cost arid energy 
savings dJe to this ability to retain heating or cooling can be substantial. The 
tables on the following page illustrate the comparative differences between high 
and low thermal mass buildings and are taken from a study prepared for the National 
Science Foundation and the New York Schools System by Richard G. Stein. (The 
graphs are for a slightly higher temperature range then Minnesota 1 s. However, 
they are only intended to show trends, not actual conditions.) 
There are two basic ways in which this ability to retain heating or cooling can 
result in ·cost and energy savings. One is the obvious ability to shut off the 
mechanical system overnight and "coast". In a surface building this can be done 
but a large load must be taken care of in the morning since the building temper-
. ature has dropped or risen significantly overnight. Below ground, the temperature 
change would be slight which means the total energy costs might be reduced by 
one-third to one-half. 
The second way to use this ability to retain heat underground for cost savings 
is to heat or cool spaces during the night when there is reduced rate for off-
peak load power. This, of course, depends on the local conditions and sources 
of energy. However, this concept has worked in the previously mentioned Kansas 
·City underground factory. Undoubtedly, overnight heating or cooling and "coasting" 
during the day would be more appropriate for certain uses with lower ventilation 
requirements than others. Nevertheless, it represents another possible way of 
using the unique thermal characteristics of underground space. 
effect of shape and layout on energy use 
In any ~ilding design the shape and layout of the building has a significant 
impact on the energy requirements. By minimizing the surface area exposed to 
transmission losses or gains, the loads can be reduced. The greatest volume with 
least surface area can be enclosed in a sphere, but since most buildings are 
rectilinear in form, the shape with minimum surface area is a cube. This defin-
itely holds true for surface structures, but underground space presents different 
thermal conditions and some unique limitations to the physical layout that influence 
these energy requirements. 
In the comparison previously presented for surface, cut and cover, and mi ned space, 
a 50 1 x 100 1 x 25 1 unit of space was used for the purpose of illustration. 
Undoubtedly, different shapes and amounts of space would produce different 
results. In order to evaluate our initial results as well as present some effects 
of shape and layout on energy requirements, we have chosen to compare the three 
types of space for various s izes and shapes. It is not necessary to compare the 
spaces under every condition of ventilation and internal heat gain so for sim-
plicity the figures given are for the total heat loss at -20°F with the lower 
ventilation requirement (15% outside air) and no internal heat gain. The initial 
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volum~ of space (a} is doubled to four levels (50'x lOO'x 50') -20,000 ft 2 and 
then quadrupled to eight levels (lOO'x 100' x 50') 40,000 ft 2 which gives three 
basic shapes and volumes within a normal range. In the case of mined space, 
the same shape cannot necessarily be duplicated due to the physical limitations 
of the space, so a two level space equal in volume to the other exRmples is 
used for comparison. Actually, the transmission loss is greater for the mined 
space in this configuration than it would be in the 4 and 8 level shapes. 
Obviously, more extreme examples would give more dramatic results but for the 
purposes of this report only a general indication of trends is required . 
Several factors can be noted as a result of this comparison . First of all, t he 
substantial reduction in heat loss found in the earlier calculations for the two 
level space is also found in the other building shapes and volumes used in the 
example. In the case of cut and cover space the energy savings are further 
increased for the larger spaces compared to the surface, while the savings in 
mined space are slightly diminished. This seems to indicate that energy savings 
in underground space are not dependent on a particular configuration or layout. 
It can be noted in the su r face structures that the heat loss per unit floor area 
or volume is greater in the two level structure due to its f latter shape. Both 
the four level and eight level examples are more compact shapes and better reflect 
typical campus buildings i n size and shape. A taller structure would begin to 
reflect greater losses per unit volume. 
Similar to surface space, a reduction in heat loss per unit volume is found in 
cut and cover space in examples b and c due to the more compact shape. However, 
there is a further reduction due to the fact that the ground temperature increase 
with depth until it reaches a constant 50°F at about 15' - 20'. Therefore, the 
two level space has a greater proportion of its wall surfaces near the surface 
subject to temperature fluctuations than the deeper four and eight level spaces. 
Even though the surface structures in examples b and c are relatively compact, 
the percentage reduction i n heat loss for cut and cover space increases from 31 % 
for the two level space, to 34% and 36% for the four and eight level spaces 
respectively. 
For mined space, the same kinds of comparison cannot be clearly made since we 
have assumed that a four or eight level structure in mined space would be un-
feasible at this time mainly due to the level of the groundwater. However, it 
is interesting to note that when a volume of rather spread out mined space is 
compared to an equal volume of rather compact surface space, the mined space still 
represents considerable energy savings. The 43% reduction in heat loss found in 
example a is only diminished to 38% and 36% in examples b and c. Also, it should 
be noted that the mined space was assumed to have an equal steady loss through 
all the walls, whereas in reality the walls of the interior pillars would probably 
warm up somewhat rapidly and reduce the heat loss. 
All . of the calculations here are based on the assumptions used in the initial 
heating and cooling loads at the beginning of this section. Even though they 
are subject to change, we feel that they reflect the relative energy savings 
above and below ground, ~especially considering that many advantageous thermal 
characteristics of underground space have been ignored in the calculations. 
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c.osts and special considerations 
long range costs 
It is clear from the number of variables and assumptions involved in ca lculating 
preliminary heating and cooling loads, that any long range costs and comparisons 
would be difficult to make with any reliable accuracy. Other factors such as 
the cost and accessibility of energy in the future are quite uncertain as well. 
It does appear that very definite savings result in sub-surface space based on 
the calculations presented previously, especially when one considers that several 
advantages of underground space are not included in the figures such as the high 
thermal mass and ability to retain heating or cooling. Within the scope of this 
report, it is not possible to provide an accurate cost analysis of year round 
energy requirements due to the lack of basic data and only a few existing examples. 
However, some extremely simplified figures can be presented as a means of demon-
strating the magnitude of savings and illustrating a few important concepts. 
Although an accurate comparison of initial costs of equipment and installation 
is difficult to determine at this time, the factors affecting the cost are pre-
sented. 
heating season comparison 
It is possible to estimate with some success the energy requirements for heating 
a typical building by the use of degree-day data for an area. Unfortunately, this 
type of calculation does not take into account certain circumstances which greatly 
affect the results. Nevertheless, we have calculated the total energy used for 
heating from November 1 to March 31 for the three types of space based on our 
previous calculations and the degree-day data for Minneapolis-St. Paul. Only 
the five coldest months are used because the degree-day figures more accurately 
reflect the load in this period. 
6U~fAt.t; ~A~ : 
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These figures indicate a saving of over 20% in cut and cover space and over 30% 
in mined space compared to well-insulated surface space. However, two major 
factors are not included here and contribute heavily to reducing the heating 
costs of underground space even further. 
First, the degree-day total is based on the difference between the average daily 
temperature and 65°F, ignoring the effects of internal heat gain. It has been 
previously noted that due to internal heat gain no heat is required above 20° to 
30°F in surface space and above 0° to l0°F in underground space when the space 
is fully occupied. This fact changes considerably the value of the degree-day 
calculations because in the winter the daytime temperature is usually above 0° 
to 10° F but usually below 20° to 30° F. Without exact weather data, actual 
percent savings are impossible to predict but the savings appear substantial. 
With lower internal heat gain, more heating will be required but there will always 
be a lower cutoff point below the surface than above, making the actual heating 
time somewhat shorter underground. 
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The second major factor which affects the total energy use over the heating 
season is the heat storage capacity ~f underground space due to its high thermal 
mass. If the heating and ventilating system can be shut off overnight with no 
great drop in temperature, perhaps 50% of the total heating costs could be 
eliminated. Of course, this practice can result in some savings on the surface 
but they would be closer to a 20% reduction in a well-insulated building based 
on some existing experiments. 
Using these rather crude figures and assuming all types of space are shut off 
overnight, the energy savings over the heating season becomes 50% to 55%. This 
is still not considering that the earth surrounding deep underground space may 
warm up over a period of years so that virtually no heating is needed at all. 
These dramatic figures definitely represent cost and energy savings underground. 
However, they must be balanced against other cost factors to determine relative 
importance. 
cost of system 
The cost of the mecahnical system in an underground space is dependent on the 
load requirements as well as other physical considerations. Since the heating 
and cooling loads will be less underground, the central equipment can be reduced 
in size compared to a surface structure. However, the ductwork and air handling 
equipment would remain equivalent in size. In the University area heat and some 
other utilities are delivered through deep tunnels, making them more accessible 
to underground space. For mined space, additional cost is likely to be incurred 
by long intake and exhaust ducts to the surface. As previously mentioned, any 
ventilation system required for parking would represent a cost not found in most 
surface parking structures. Also, any special ventilation requirements such as 
large exhaust vents in the case of fire may be costly. In most cases, the instal-
lation of systems would be similar to any above ground space but any unusual 
circumstances or spaces with limited access would most likely increase costs. 
special considerations 
There are certain special considerations in designing mechanical and electrical 
systems for underground space which should be noted. These are primarily impor-
tant in mined space and deep cut and cover space since shallow cut and cover 
space functions as a conventional structure in most respects. These considera-
tions fall into two basic areas--the general planning of the mechanical equipment 
and special features required for emergencies such as fire. In the general 
planning, the most obvious feature is the additional ducts and equipment required 
to ventilate space as much as one hundred feet below the surface. Mechanical 
layouts must be planned with the shafts and portals since access to the space 
is limited to few points. I~ addition, larger ducts and air handling equipment 
will be required to move air over the longer distances. The second area of 
special consideration concerns features required for emergencies. An alternate 
power system will be required for underground space in emergency situations. 
Also, in case of fire additional emergency ventilation shafts for smoke removal 
may be required. Finally, underground space may require a drainage system for 
the space capable of handling a certain volume of water used to extinguish fires. 
These features are details to some extent but are mentioned since they represent 
a departure from conventional practice. 
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5 preliminary cost 
estimating data 
introduction 
One of the objectives of this report is to provide as much cost information as 
possible in order to determine the feasibility of underground space. For mined 
space there is very little in the way of actual cost data since virtually no 
comparable construction has taken place. For cut and cover space there are some 
actual construction costs avanable, however they are usually limited to fairly 
shallow excavations and generally applicable costs are not completely clear. 
However, ~or both types of space certain projections and assumptions can be made 
for the basic construction cost components which should be adequate for prelim-
inary feasibility studies. These are presented in the preliminary costs section 
and are used in the following section on cost comparisons to indicate some basic 
relationships in design and planning of underground space. In addition to these 
general examples and comparisons, the cost data is applied to some specific 
examples mainly in mined space within the University area. These specific examples 
are not intended to represent design proposals but simply to illustrate the cost 
estimating procedure and to present factors in planning underground space in the 
campus site area. Finally, an analysis of costs over the life of a structure is 
presented in reference to underground space. 
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basic costs: mined space 
The cost of constructing underground space is obviously dependent on the function 
of the space, the quality of materials used, and the specific features of the 
design. In order to supply cost data which is applicable to a variety of uses 
and conditions, the costs are separated into two types. The first are those which 
comprise the basic unfinished shell and are part of any sub-surface development 
such as the excavation, structure and exterior lining of both mined and cut and 
cover space. The cost of shafts, portals and vertical circulation are also 
included in these basic costs. The second group of costs referred to as "Remaining 
project costs" are those which are corTBTion to any type of construction and vary 
considerably depending on the use of the space. These include interior partition 
walls, finishing costs, and mechanical-electrical systems. Some miscellaneous 
costs such as site work are quite variable and are discussed in general terms. 
The intent of this method is to provide a cost per square foot of unfinished mined 
or cut and cover space and then provide the typical cost per square foot of fin-
ishing, mechanical-electrical, and miscellaneous costs for various uses of the space, 
In the sections on cost comparisons and illustrative examples which follow these 
figures will be used to indicate total costs and cost relationships. These costs 
cannot be regarded as definitive but they should serve for · preliminary feasibility 
studies and are designed to be easily adjusted to a variety of conditions or as 
new information becomes available. 
Unless otherwise stated, all costs are assumed to be for mined space with portal 
access for trucks and construction equipment. In addition, all costs include 
subcontractors• overhead and profit as well as 10% for the general contractors• 
overhead and profit. All costs have been adjusted to 1975 levels. 
excavation 
· •sandstone 
Since the sandstone is relatively easy to excavate, the main criteria affecting 
excavation costs are the ease of access for large construction equipment, the 
amount and type of temporary support required and the ease of removing the excavated 
material. In a small tunnel only one operation can be done at the face at one 
time, causing idle work crews much of the time. Also, large equipment cannot be 
used forcing inefficient methods of excavating the sandstone. When tunnels are 
excavated from a shaft, the material must be excavated, carried to the shaft, 
lifted up the shaft and finally loaded into trucks for removal. If hydraulic 
methods of cutting the sandstone and pumping a slurry of the excavated material 
up the shaft is used, the slurry must be separated for disposal into sol ids and 
a sufficiently clean effluent to meet pollution control standards. 
To cover the change in costs for different sizes of tunnel excavated from a shaft, 
a curve previously compiled and fitted to national data was used. This curve was 
adjusted to represent the lower excavation and support costs for sandstone tunnels 
by adjusting the curve parameters to fit two recent tunnel projects in the sand-
stone for which cost data was available. The final curve obtained is 
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This basic curve is split into the four different curves shown on the graph for 
different heights of sandstone excavation. It is assumed that for tunnels less 
than 10' wide x 1o• high the costs remain on these curves even when horizontal 
access is available. 
When horizontal access is available for openings of 30 1 and wider and at least 
15 1 high, a very different situation occurs. Large construction equipment can 
excavate the sandstone at the face and load directly into trucks which have room 
to turn around and pass each other within the tunnel. In this situation the 
costs are taken to be $5.50/cu yd at 30• wide dropp i ng to $4.40/cu yd at so• wide. 
For widths intermediate between 10• and 30• linear interpolation is used. A final 
category is when a mined space development is opened up from a shaft. In this 
situation a large shaft would be required for the final use and hence, reasonably 
large construction equipment could be lowered to carry out the mining. The fact 
that the excavation is not all in one long tunnel removes the bottlenecks associ-
ated with tunnel construction and also reduces the haulage distances underground. 
For this situation the cost is estimated at $8.80/cu yd. The graph of costs is 
shown below and it should be remembered that these are intended to apply to a 
reasonably large contract against which any capital costs of required equipment 
could be offset. 
sandstone excavation costs 
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•shale 
A similar diagram is used for the shale excavation. The tunnel cost curve is 
adjusted to reflect the increased difficulty of excavating the shale. The assumed 
curve is 
Where horizontal access is available, the effect on costs is taken to be much 
greater since it was assumed that a large excavator would mine and load the sand-
stone in one operation, whereas the shale would require mining with a special 
purpose machine such as an Alpine Miner followed by separate loading. The costs 
for shale are assumed to be twice the sandstone costs in this situation. For 
mined space development from a large shaft the cost for shale is assumed to be 
50% greater than for sandstone because the costs already allow for some multiple 
handling. 
ehale excavation costs 
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•summary 
In the cost comparisons and examples which follow, all typical mined space is 
considered to be 17' high for one level space and 30' high for two levels. In 
both cases, the upper 5' is assumed to be shale with the remainder sandstone . 
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The excavation costs for shale and sandstone, assuming portal access and openings 
of so•, are $8.80 and $4.40/cu yd, respectively. For simplicity in the calcula-
tions, these figures can be converted to a cost per square foot for one and two 
level space. For 17• high space with s• of shale and 12• of sandstone, the cost 
is $3.69/ft2 • For 30 1 high space with s• of shale and 25 1 of sandstone the cost 
is $5.70/ft2 • · 
wall and floor systems 
The exterior wall systems required for mined space reflect three different con-
ditions. The first is a totally unfinished space with no water problems, using 
exposed sandstone walls treated with sodium silicate. Since exposed sandstone 
walls are limited to a few special uses, a more typical wall system for mined 
space with no water problems would be an 811 thick reinforced concrete wall which 
is the second alternative. The third condition is for space with groundwater 
problems. The wall system used includes a layer of gunite over the sandstone, 
a waterproof membrane and an 811 thick reinforced concrete wall on the interior. 
Typical costs for an 811 thick reinforced concrete wall are .about $5.75/ft2 
including labor, materials and finishing. This cost is reduced to $4.75/ft2 to 
reflect finishing on one side only and some economy in the use of steel forms on 
one side only. The costs are stated below: 
The floor systems required for mined space are similar to the wall systems but 
do not include an alternative of exposed sandstone since any foreseeable use 
would require a minimal concrete floor. Thus, two alternatives are presented, 
a simple 611 concrete slab for no water problems and 811 reinforced concrete slab 
with a waterproof membrane over 211 of concrete for areas with some water. 
\0\Al.-
ceiling system 
It is assumed that all mined space will require rock bolting into the limestone 
roof and a ceiling to protect the space from moisture from above. The type and 
cost of the ceiling could vary considerably. A simple, economic method of 
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providing this drip cap is to hang corrugated fiberglass panels from the rock 
bolts supported by a system of metal struts. Fiberglass panels cost from $1.00 
to $1.50/ft2 for installation and materials in a normal roofing situation. The 
remainder of the $4.00/ft2 indicated for a hung ceiling includes the hangers 
and struts as well as a simple gutter and drainage system along the edges of the 
ceiling. 
internal structural system 
In most mined space there is the possibility of creating two levels within the 
limits of available space. Of course, the specific designs and costs of even 
the basic floor structure can vary considerably. A typical concrete waffle slab 
system supported by columns costs approximately $5.00/fe with 25' bays and 
$6.00/ft 2 with 30' bays assuming a 150 lb/ft2 live load. However, it may be 
desirable to span the entire 50' bay of mined space and eliminate columns. The 
typical cost for pre-cast doubleT's for this span is about $4.00/ft2 • However, 
.there would be difficulty in installation not found in typical construction. 
Therefore, if pre-cast T's are possible at all, a cost of $6.00/ft2 may be more 
realistic. Another alternative is poured-in-place concrete beams spanning 50' 
with a concrete deck. This typical cost for such a system would be about $7.00/ft2 • 
For the examples and calculations presented in the following sections, a figure 
of $6.00/ft 2 for the internal structure is used. However, for any specific 
design this figure should be examined and adjusted to fit the conditions. 
shafts and vertical circulation 
• excavation and lining 
An estimate of the cost of drilling or blasting various sizes of shaft was 
obtained from local drilling companies. These were compared and adjusted and 
the cost of providing other sizes of shafts estimated. Larger shafts {25'-30' 
in width) were made to fit in reasonable progression to a 50' x 50' deep cut 
building calculated from the data given in excavation costs. The costs given 
are for 110' deep shafts through 50' of overburden, 30' of limestone and 30' of 
sandstone. They include excavation and hauling, any temporary support and the 
final lining. A rough breakdown between the cost of the shaft in the different 
layers is also shown. Circular shafts have approximately 20% less cross sectional 
area than a square shaft and require less reinforcement in the lining and hence, 
their costs are reduced from those of a square shaft. 
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• total shaft costs 
Shafts are required in almost any mined space development for vertical circula-
tion and the mechanical equipment. For purposes of estimating the costs of 
excavation and lining are combined with vertical circulation costs to give com-
plete unit costs that can be used in feasibility studies. Al l of the shafts 
chosen are circular and contain some mechanical space in addition to the stairs 
and elevators that are indicated. The stairs are simple concrete fire stairs 
and the elevators are all 4,000 lb. capacity at 500 fpm except for the service 
elevator. The enclosure walls are 8" thick reinforced concrete and fully enclose 
the elevators or stairs. These costs are given for two conditions of mined space 
shown on the two charts below. In the first chart, all the shafts are assumed 
to be 110 1 in length and originate at the surface. In the second chart, the 
shafts are 60 1 in length and originate at the base of a 50 1 deep cut and cover 
building founded on the limestone. However in the second chart the cost of the 
elevators, stairs, and enclosure walls are for the entire 110 1 from the surface . 
Thus the vertical circulation in the second group of shafts serves four levels 
of cut and cover space as well as two levels of mined space. 
mined space shaft costs ( 110 ft. from surface) 
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mined space shaft costs (below 50ft. deep cut space) 




• diagonal shafts 
Z.O''P\AM.~ 
For certain special uses such as transit requiring a continuous flow of large 
volumes of people to a mined spate, high speed escalators are possibly the only 
solution. Although escalators to mined space are unlikely for most foreseeable 
functions in the University area, the costs are given here for comparison. The 
excavation is entirely different than a vertical shaft requiring retaining of 
a large open trench, construction of the shaft and backfilling over the shaft. 
The construction costs for a 20' x 20' shaft are given below along with the 
approximate cost of two 48 11 wide high speed escalators. 
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portals 
In typical mined space construction in the University area portal access from 
the river bluffs is a likely component of the design. For structural reasons 
the opening is usually limited to 30' in width and no larger mined space can be 
opened for the first 50' of the tunnel. Therefore, a typical 30' x 50' portal 
is used for estimating purposes. The special costs ~1hich are included in the 
portal opening are rock bolts into the face of the limestone on the bluff, and 
12'' thick concrete walls and roof around the opening extending 5' out from the 
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limestone face and .lo• back into the tunnel. These costs are presented below 
along with the standard costs used for excavation, floor and wall treatment, 
and ceiling systems for the portal. 
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basic costs: cut and cover space 
excavation 
• overburden 
Excavations in the overburden have been priced using the following basic costs: 
The feasibility of ramping into various excavation sizes was examined and the 
volume of the ramp calculated for each case. Using this information, the pro-
portions of each excavation that could be excavated by front end loader, drag-
line or clamshell were established and an average cost per cubic yard of 
excavation calculated. Ni ne curves for excavation and temporary retaining costs 
were worked up from these figures. In all cases the cost/cu yd of excavation 
is based on the final size of the building and, except for the no support case, 
allowance is made for an excavation 41 larger than the building all round and 
the subsequent backfilling. Slope costs are figured at a 1~ (horizontal) to 1 
(vertical) slope and the cost of backfilling this slope included with it. The 
costs are figured for square excavations but an approximate percentage change 
in cost is shown for an excavation with a length :width ratio of 4:1. The 
costs are also based on all four sides of the excavation having the same treat-
ment. Costs for excavations with different treatments can be .estimated by 
. interpolation between the appropriate cases shown. 
As can be seen from the graph, the cost/cu yd of providing a retained excavation 
drops rapidly with increasing width of excavation. This is because the cost of 
temporary retaining dominates the total excavation cost. Where no retaining is 
required the cost drops only slightly as the e~cavation becomes wider. Slopes 
are much cheaper than a retaining wall except on small and deep excavations but 
they require a much larger site than the finished size of the building to be an 
alternative. The savings in excavation cost when abutting an existing deep 
building can be quite dramatic. For example: a 2oo• sq. building excavation 
50• deep with all sides retained will cost approximately $14.80/cu yd. The same 
excavation with 1 side abutting a deep building will cost by interpolation $11.60/ 
cu yd ; with 2 sides abutting, $8.35 (savings of 22% and 44% respectively). For 
comparison with the other costs of a building, the costs per cu yd can be con-
verted to a cost per sq. ft. of floor area (assuming a 12.5 1 floor/ceiling 
height) by dividing by 2.16. For the 2oo• sq. building 50 1 deep retained on 
all sides, the figure would be $6.85/ft 2 • 62 
cut and cover excavation coats in overburden 
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•rock 
Excavations in limestone and sandstone in a cut and cover situation have been 








For cost estimating purposes in this report, three exterior wall systems have 
been selected as typical for large projects which correspond to the three 
major geological layers. For all cut and cover space in the overburden, whi ch 
is the first 50' in the campus area, it is assumed a temporary retaining wall 
will be used and the exter ior walls will be 18'' thick cast-in-place concrete 
with a high quality waterproof membrane applied to the outside surface. For 
any cut and cover space deeper than 50' and, therefore, cut into the limestone 
. and sandstone, a slightly different system would be used. · The wall would con-
sist of a 211 layer of gun i te applied to the bedrock, a waterproof membrane 
applied from the inside and then the 18 11 thick reinforced concrete wall formed 
from the inside. The only difference between the exterior wall costs in l ime-
stone and sandstone is an additional $2.00/ft2 in sandstone for trimming and 
spraying with sodium silicate as necessary. A typical cost for an 1811 cast-i n-
place concrete wall is about $7.74/ft2 and this is used in the overburden walls . 
The cost used for the 18 11 wall in bedrock is $6.75/fe to reflect a reduction 
in finishing costs and economies in forming only one side of the wall with steel 
forms. If different methods of construction are likely to be used, these figures 
should be adjusted accord i ngly. 
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floor systems 
For the cost estimating purposes of this report, it is assumed that the floor 
slab of any cut and cover structure is designed to be waterproof. The two 
depths of cut and cover space which are used in illustrating costs are so• 
with the floor slab on top of the limestone layer and 110• with the floor 30 1 
deep into the sandstone. In both cases a waterproof membrane is placed over 
a 211 layer of concrete. In the no• deep space in sandstone, an 811 reinforced 
concrete slab should be sufficient to withstand any water pressure assuming 
the perched water is mostly sealed around the building. In the so• deep space 
there is potentially greater water pressure from the perched water table, so a 
12u reinforced concrete slab is indicated. 
structural system 
In order to provide an estimate of the cost of unfinished cut and cover space, 
the internal structure must be included. Obviously, the structural system can 
vary considerably and any costs given here must be reviewed and adjusted to any 
specific conditions. For simplicity, cut and cover space of only two depths 
is considered. The first is so• with four levels and the second is 110• with 
eight levels. In both cases the system used is a concrete wa f fle slab system 
supported by concrete columns spaced 30 1 apart with an assumed live load of 
150 lbs/ft 2 • The average cost of a system such as this is $6 .2S/ft2 for four 
levels and $6.7S/ft2 for eight levels. These figur.es include a sufficient amount 
to cover any foundation costs for the columns, assuming they are founded on bed-
rock in both cases. The difference in the two figures reflect s the increased 
column sizes required to support the additional levels in the deeper structure . 
surface deck 
In a cut and cover building, any above ground structures, sitework, open courts 
and surface treatment are an important part of the design and the costs. However, 
these costs vary widely and are not considered as part of the basic shell of 
the building. In order to estimate the cost of the basic unfi nished building, 
a surface deck at ground level is included. The deck consists of a waterproof 
membrane and 511 of insulating lightweight concrete. Any finish or additional 
earth cover can be applied to this. This component can be ad j usted or eliminated 
depending on the specific design being considered. 
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vertical circulation 
The costs presented in th i s secti on are used to determine the cost of unfi ni shed 
space as well as to compare various types and configurations of space. In mi ned 
space, shafts and vertica l circu lation are an extremely important cost facto r 
and must be included in t hese basic costs . Therefore in order to compare t he 
two types of space properly, the cost of vertical circulation is included in cut 
and cover space as well. Since different sizes and types of buildings have 
vastly different vertical circulation requirements , only the simplest units 
are presented here and they can be placed in various combinations to quickly 
determine relative costs. Figures are given for so• deep and 110• deep cut and 
cover space. The stairs referred to are typical concrete fire stairs and the 
elevators are 3,000 lb., 500 fpm passenger elevators. The costs of enclosure 
walls refer to 811 thick reinforced concrete walls surrounding the stair or 
elevator shaft. No escal ators are included in cut and cover space cal~ulations 
since the costs are only meaningful when applied to a specific design. 
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remaining project costs 
The previous basic costs for both mined and cut and cover space can be used to 
determine the approximate cost of the unfinished shell of space. These costs 
should apply to any use of the space. In order to compare underground space 
with other alternatives, the remaining costs of the total project must be in-
cluded. These costs are presented here for various uses of the space. 
mechanical- electrical systems 
In general, the cost of mechanical and electrical systems in underground space 
should not be significantly different from costs in above ground space. The 
chart below gives approximate cost figures that can be used in feasibility 
studies. These costs are taken from 1975 Dodge Construction Systems Costs and 
represent only general averages. They are for typical above ground construction, 
so certain minor differences in underground space should be taken into account. 
In mined space ventilation ducts in the shafts and sufficient air handling equip-
ment to move the air through the additional 100 feet of shaft would be required 
for any outside air supply. These additional costs may be offset somewhat by 
the fact that connection to existing steam and sewer systems already located in 
mined space should be less costly since no shafts are required. In cut and cover 
space, the costs should not differ significantly from above ground construction . 
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One possible use of underground space is parking and the mechanical costs indi -
cated for above ground parking structures are clearly not applicable below ground. 
Although no great amount of heating or cooling is required, a substantial ventil-
ation rate is necessary. There are very few available costs on this type of 
mechanical system. One study suggests that such a system would cost roughly 
$800 to $1,000 per car. This is quite costly--although this may be reduced if 
the system does not have to be designed for the situation when all cars are 
running simultaneously. It is important that this substantial additional cost 
is included in any feasibility studies for parking. 
A final consideration in determining mechanical costs for underground constructi on 
and mined space in particular, concerns the relocation of existing utilities. 
Costs of relocation are difficult to present in a general study such as this 
due to the great variety of conditions which can occur. It is possible that a 
major sanitary sewer may act as a barrier to development because the cost of 
relocation is so great. However, it is also possible that a steam tunnel or 
storm sewer can easily be incorporated into mined space development. Generally, 
for a very small development, utility relocation costs would be a substantial 
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part of the total cost, but for development of any size utility and relocation 
would not represent a great cost factor. None of the comparisons or examples 
in the following sections include utility relocation in the costs, although in 
most cases the examples are located to avoid major utility concentrations. 
finishing and misc. costs 
In most cases the costs of partition walls, finishing and various miscellaneous 
costs in the interior of underground space should be similar to costs in above 
ground space. Sine~ finishing costs can vary a great deal depending on the 
design and quality of the space, specific cost figures are not too meaningful. 
Neverthel~ss, for.purposes of comparison and to give a complete picture of total 
costs, some average finishing costs are given here, taken from 1975 Dodge Con-
struction Systems Costs. Obviously, if more reliable data on these costs is 
available, it can easily be substituted in any feasibility studies. 
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surface structures and site work 
A final segment of underground construction which must not be overlooked in any 
approximation of total costs is the required surface structures and site work. 
This is another area in which general cost estimates are almost meaningless due 
to the wide variety of possible conditions and designs. Once a specific design 
is assumed, however, cost data on conventional structures and site work is 
available and should be quite applicable. 
In mined space there are two areas requiring possible site work and structures. 
The first is the portal area along the river bluffs and due to the relatively 
small scale of the portal and immediate area, substantial costs should not be 
incurred here. The second is the surface area where any shafts emerge. If the 
vertical circulation to mined space emerges within existing surface or cut and 
cover buildings, virtually no site work is attributable to mined space. However, 
in some cases, entire structures may be built only to serve as an entrance to 
mined space. In the case of transit stations, preliminary estimates include 
$30,000 to $40,000 for small structures which house the escalators at the surface. 
Obviously, the amount and cost of site work can vary greatly for these surface 
entry areas. However, for most developments they represent a small part of the 
total cost, probably far less than the site work for a typical building of com-
parable size. 68 
For cut and cover space, the site work may represent a much greater portion of 
the total cost. Most cut and cover space would include entrance structures 
above ground or sunken courts. Again, average costs are not applicable without 
a specific design in mind. However, it is likely that any good quality surface 
treatment would at least equal the cost of site work for a comparable above 
ground structure and may be somewhat greater. Nevertheless, additional site-
work and surface treatment for underground space would be offset by the lack 
of exterior treatment required on the building itself. In the following com-
parisons partial figures for site work or surface structures are included, but 
they must be examined and revised for any realistic reflection of total costs. 
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cost comparisons 
In the design of underground space there are obviously many factors which influence 
the total cost. It is beyond the scope of this report to explore detailed design 
alternatives and present specific cost factors. However, it is useful to examine 
some very basic design relationships that do have quite important cost implications. 
By using the basic costs from the previous section, estimates for various designs 
and layouts can be easily made and the cost per square foot of the alternatives 
compared. In order to clearly compare various layouts, all of the estimates in 
this section are for unfinished space. To arrive at a total cost, the mechanical-
electrical, finishing and any site work costs must be included. Since the cost 
of the unfinished shell remains about the same for any function, the total cost 
of various uses can be estimated by applying the appropriate finishing and mech-
anical cost for a given function. In the comparisons which follow for mined space, 
the relative costs of one and two level space are compared as well as the effect 
of shaft and portal access on construction costs and layout. For cut and cover 
space, structures of various sizes and depths are used to illustrate certain cost 
relationships. Also, costs for mined space connected to cut and cover space are 
presented. 
mined space: height of space 
Within the campus area, it is assumed that the height of mined space is limited 
to a 30'-40' layer beneath the limestone and above the main water table. Pre-
liminary design studies indicate that one level of mined space beneath the lime-
stone requires a 17' high excavation since a maintenance and mechanica l space is 
required above the standard usable space. A two level space would then require 
about a 30' high excavation so it appears that two levels is the likely limit 
for mined space development. The major difference between one and two level 
space is the internal structural system required to support the upper floor level 
in two level space. The fact that a standard reinforced concrete structural 
system is at least as costly as additional excavation would make it appear that 
one level space may be more economical than two. However, the figures below 
indicate that the case is just the opposite. The average cost per square foot 
for two level space is less than that of one level space. This is due partly to 
the fact that the 17' excavation for one level ~pac~ which includes 5' of shale 
is really more costly than the excavation of an ~dditional 13' of sandstone fo r 
the second level. Also, the cost of the rock bolts in the limestone and the 
waterproof hung cei1ing necessary in mined space total $5.25/ft2 which is a sub-
stantial cost not found on the second level. Therefore, the cost of excavation 
and the internal structure for the second level of space is less than the excava-
tion and ceiling structure of an equivalent amount of single level space . This 
is true even for an internal structural system somewhat more expensive than the 
one indicated in these calculations. There are other factors that do not enter 
into these calculations which also contribute to the economic advantages of two 
level space. Shafts from the surface with vertical circulation and mechanical 
ducts can more efficiently serve two levels which should represent some reduction 
in shaft costs. Also, the layout of space in two levels is much more concentrated , 
allowing for more efficient pedestrian circulation and mechanical layout within 
the development. 
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mined space: portal and shaft excavation costs 
In the excavation costs presented earlier, it was noted that the costs are 
affected considerably by the type of access available for construction equipment. 
Assuming an excavation of reasonable size, the costs are lowest for mined space 
with portal access from the river bluffs where trucks and other large equipment 
can enter the space through a tunnel. The other type of access for construction 
is through a shaft where small equipment can be lowered. The cost with shaft 
access is estimated to be twice as high as portal access for sandstone and 50% 
higher for shale. This reflects the multiple handling and therefore greater 
labor costs in excavation. These cost differences indicate that perhaps for 
some mined space away from the river bluffs it may be more economical to drive 
an access tunnel to the space than to mine it from a shaft. The following 
example illustrates this possibility. A typical mined space development of 
108,000 ft 2 was selected and the excavation costs were determined for both portal 
and shaft access. Then the cost per lineal foot of a 30' wide access tunnel is 
calculated. By using these rough figures, the length of an access tunnel from 
the river bluffs which is equal to the difference between shaft and portal 
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excavation costs can be determined. In the example given, an access tunnel 823' 
in length is equal in cost to the added excavation costs through a shaft. This 
means that it is more economical to drive a tunnel from the bluffs for any space 
up to 823' from the portal entrance than it is to mine it from a shaft. For a 
mined space development twice as large as the one in the example, a tunnel twice 
as long would be justified. This is a purely hypothetical situation and actual 
development would probably not begin with a long tunnel to a distant si te. 
Instead, as development grows away from the immediate bluff area, very small 
additions to an existing access tunnel will result in substantial savings in 
excavation costs . These f igures do not include the fact that other costs such 
as concrete work may be i ncreased when no direct truck access is available which 
makes the savings even greater. The extension of a tunnel system to most mined 
space may have additional benefits such as providing service access as well. 
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mined space: effect of shafts on layout and costs 
One aspect of mined space planning which has a great impact on costs is the use 
and placement of shafts. In almost any mined space development away from the 
river bluffs shafts are necessary for access, emergency escape and mechanical 
equipment. The cost of these shafts is relatively high and careful attention 
must be paid to their effi cient location and use. Without reference to a specific 
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program and site, most generalized comparisons of shaft layouts have limited 
value. However, one simple comparison may serve to illustrate the effect they 
have on total costs. In the examples which follow, the cost of unfinished mined 
space is calculated for two different layouts of the same amount of space. One 
layout runs along the river bluff so that access can occur through a series of 
portals and no shafts are required. The second layout runs into the river bluff 
with a single portal access so that a second point of access is required through 
a shaft. 
In the example, the shaft is assumed to be a 20• diameter circular shaft housing 
one elevator and an emergency staircase . . Just the addition of the single shaft 
raises the cost of the unfinished space by 15 to 20% or almost $3.00/ft2 for this 
amount of space. As in the other examples, the figures for unfinished space must 
be added to the mechanical-electrical, finishing and sitework costs to arrive at 
an approximate total project cost. These figures are not directly applicable to 
other situations but they do serve to illustrate the relative importance of shaft 
layout in controlling costs. Since only the river bluff area can provide mined 
space with reduced shaft requirements, planning of river bluff sites should not 
overlook this cost advantage. 
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cut and cover space: size and depth of structure 
In any reasonably large size development of cut and cover space, it is important 
to understand how costs are affected by the size and depth of the structure. 
The cost of unfinished cut and cover space based on the figures given in the 
previous section is calculated here for four different examples. The first two 
examples are for structures 150• x 150 1 , which approaches the minimum l ikely 
size for a deep building on campus. The first example is so• deep or 4 levels 
and is excavated entirely in the overburden, while the second is 110• deep or 
8 levels and requires excavation of 30 1 of sandstone, 30 1 of limestone, as well 
as the so• of overburden. For purposes of demonstrating very simple relationships 
these two depths should be adequate. They also represent the most likely depths 
at which deep space would be developed. In the second two examples, structures 
250• x 250• are used for the same two depths of so• and 110•. This size excava-
tion is quite large compared to most campus development and should serve to 
demonstrate any cost differences related to the . size of development. 
In all of the examples shown here and in the following section the costs are for 
unfinished cut and cover space. In order to fairly compare the figures with 
unfinished mined space, the cost of vertical circulation is included in both 
types of space since it is such an important factor in mined space especially. 
The amount of required vertical circulation depends on the use and occupancy 
level of the space. The figures selected in these estimates represent minimum 
amounts and any high occupancy use such as classrooms would have greater require-
ments. Other very simple aspects of design such as open courts or surface struc-
tures have been ignored in these calculations in order to focus on certain specific 
variables. Any attempt to estimate total project costs must take these factrirs 
into account. 
•depth 
The calculations for both sizes of excavation indicate that deep space at 110• 
is approximately the same cost per square foot as the more shallow space at so• . 
Most of the costs such as the internal floor structure and the permanent retaining 
walls remain about the same for any depth. The surprising fact is that the 
excavation costs remain similar for the overburden and the bedrock. Two main 
factors contribute to this. One is that the temporary retaining walls required 
for the overburden are by far the most costly part of excavating in the soil, 
whereas no temporary retaining is required in the bedrock. In the examples, it 
is assumed all four sides of the excavations are retained. If this were not 
necessary due to an adjacent building founded on bedrock, the costs of overburden 
excavation would drop considerably. The second factor is that by excavating equal 
amounts of limestone and sandstone, the rather high cost of limestone excavation 
is offset by the far lower cost of excavating sandstone. Limestone costs at 
least three times as much to excavate as sandstone, so an so• deep building that 
required limestone excavation only in addition to the overburden would have a 
higher cost per square foot. 
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In examining the costs with respect to the two sizes selected in the examples, 
it appears that there is a significant reduction in the cost per square foot for 
the larger excavation. Since the costs are approximately the same for the two 
depths shown, the size is clearly the controlling variable. The reason for this 
is simply that as the perimeter walls increase in size, the area of usable floor 
space increases geometrically in relation to them. Since the greatest costs in 
unfinished deep cut and cover space are in the temporary and permanent retaining 
walls, the cost per square foot of floor area drops as the project size increases. 
Therefore, the 250' x 250' building, with 250,000 total square feet on four levels 
is almost the same cost as the 150' x 150' building with only 180,000 total square 
feet on eight levels. This is a considerable cost difference. 
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cut & cover and mined space combined \ 
One of the unique aspects of underground construction is the ability to connect 
cut and cover space to mined space. This can be done in two basic ways. The 
first is through shafts which connect so• deep cut space to mi ned space below, 
and the second is by entering mined space directly from 110• deep cut space. 
One of the principle advantages of connecting the two spaces i s that vertical 
circulation costs to mined space can be reduced because the shafts are shorter 
or not required at all and the elevators and stairs can more efficiently serve 
several levels. In the following examples, costs for unfi nished space are cal -
culated for both miried space below cut and cover space and mined space adjacent 
to it. A 250 1 x 250 1 cut and cover structure is used in both cases. The size 
of the mined space is determined by the maximum distance allowable from the 
emergency exits in the cor~ers of the cut building without requiring additional 
.mined space below cut and CQYer space 
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shafts. in both cases additional elevators and stairs are provided to serve the 
additional space. However, the vertical circulation in these examples represent 
minimum requirements. The calculations indicate that mined space adjacent to 
deep cut and cover space is slightly less expensive than mined space below cut 
and cover. This is due to the extra costs of excavating and lining vertical 
shafts through the limestone which. is not necessary in the deeper cut alternative . 
It is assumed that the mined space construction can be approached through an 
access tunnel and the excavation costs are based on this . It must be stated, 
as in all other examples, that mechanical-electrical, finishing, sitework, and 
any special design features are not included in the costs given here. These 
examples mainly serve to illustrate the possibilities of underground space and 
indicate that costs do not appear prohibitive for any of the alternatives shown. 
mined space adjacent to deep cut and cover space 
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analysis of total costs 
The total cost of providing a functioning building is not reflected in the con-
struction project cost alone. This is of course a major factor but must be 
considered along with land costs, maintenance costs and the cost of heating, 
cooling and providing the building with the necessary services for its function. 
This was discussed in general in the earlier report and in this section the 
factors will be listed and assigned with costs where possible. The savings for 
the underground space are compared with a total project cost developed in the 
next section. The comparison is made for mined space but would mostly apply to 
cut and cover space as well. 
•land cost 
In the range of $3.50-$6.00/ft2 of the necessary land for above ground construction. 
• property tax 
No savings to the University from reduced land requirements since it does not pay 
such taxes. The surrounding community, however, does suffer a loss in tax base 
when extra land is required for above ground construction. 
• insurance 
No value assigned since the University acts as its own insurer. The reduced like-
lihood of extensive damage from fires, storms or explosion does, however, represent 
an indirect savings in underground construction. 
• maintenance 
No value assigned in this report but the savings in outside painting, cleaning, 
snow clearing and repairing storm and vandalism damage should be considerable. 
• circulation 
No value assigned in this report but the savings in University personnel's time 
could be assessed when a specific mined space location and function is compared 
with an alternative above ground site on the periphery of the campus. 
• energy savings 
Based on no internal heat gain from lights and people and a low ventilation load 
the savings in only 5 months of the heating season should be at least $0.06/ft2 /yr 
using a present cost figure of $3.00 per million BTU. The savings in the cooling 
season are not as easy to estimate but a minimum cost saving for the entire year 
should be around $0.10/ft2 /yr. Using the assumption of a permissible 33:1 
original/annual cost ratio for public buildings, this would be the equivalent 
of a savings of $3.30/ft2 in the original building cost. 
The University's steam heating costs are reported as $1.115 per million BTU. 
NSP's consumer cost to its downtown St. Paul customers would be approximatly 
$3,16 per million BTU for very large quantities. IDS properties quoted a sim-
ilarly higher figure. The commercial figures will represent the cost of steam 
including depreciation of equipment, other overheads and profit, whereas the 
University figure must represent only the incremental costs of providing steam. 
A figure of $3.00 is used in this analysis. 
If a surface building were 4 stories high and covered 50% of the site area, the 
savings in land cost would be $2.00-3.00/ft2 and the energy savings the equivalent 
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of approximately $3.30/ft2 • Thus, about $5.80/ft 2 could be discounted from the 
initial cost of the underground building without including the other factors 
mentioned. 
For laboratory space in dry sandstone, for example, the mined space cost could 
be effectively reduced from $54.51/ft2 to $48.71/ft 2 • The average cost of 
college laboratory space above ground is given in the Dodge Construction Systems 





In this section some possible projects on the Minneapolis campus with preliminary 
cost estimates are presented. Most of the examples are in mined space since cost 
data is less accessible and the design characteristics of mined space are less 
well known than those of cut and cover space. One purpose of this section is to 
demonstrate the cost estimating procedure used in this report by providing pre-
liminary costs of these projects. The cost figures are presented in two parts 
for each design. The first part consists of the costs for the unfinished shell 
of space which is the same for most functions. The second part includes the 
remaining costs which consist of general averages for mechanical-electrical, 
finishing and sitework which apply to a specific function. This second part can 
be changed for different uses and new conditions or information. Then the two 
cost areas are combined to give a total construction cost figure for the design 
shown. In all of the cost figures, Type I space refers to fully waterproof, con-
crete lined space; Type II space refers to concrete lined space suitable for 
typical dry ground conditions; and Type III space refers to space with exposed 
sandstone walls. When only one cost is given, it i s assumed to be for Type I 
space. It must be re-emphasized that detailed cost studies are beyond the scope 
of this report and any cost figures presented here are quite preliminary. 
A second purpose of these hypothetical projects is to illustrate various layout 
and site areas for mined space on the campus which suggest major planning con-
siderations. Although a definite plan of underground space use is not appropriate 
at this time, it is useful to develop an understanding of the amount and type of 
space available as presented in the examples in this section . Preceeding the 
actual projects are two maps which indicate the location of the projects and the 
major planning assumptions on which the examples are based. The most dominant 
features of mined space planning are the potential mass transit corridor in deep 
space as suggested by the MTC, and the available points of portal access along 
the river bluffs which suggest possible access tunnel locations. The transit 
corridor and access tunnels are indicated on the campus maps to illustrate their 
importance, but not necessarily to fix their location. The systems of mined 
space suggested on the maps and in the examples which follow are not intended 
to be a comprehensive presentation of sites and functions but simply a variety 
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a: archives/storage space 
This project illustrates the costs and layout of 185,000. ft 2 of mined space on 
two levels located under the mall. The plan layout is the room and pillar system 
and it is assumed that an access tunnel is extended from the river bluffs. This 
spa~e is designated as archives/storage space; however, the same costs for the 
unfinished space would apply to almost any function. For example, the same layout 
used for laboratory space would cost twice as much to construct but all of the 
additional costs would be in additional mechanical and finishing costs. 
basic costs 






b: parking garage 
The parking layout illustrated here is approximately 381,600 ft 2 on two levels 
and contains space for 1008 cars . The plan layout is the rib system and close 
proximity to the bluffs is indicated. Although the cost of mined space compares 
well with many surface bu i ldings, the cost of parking in mined space is somewhat 
higher. This is due · to the obvious fact that surface parking structures are 
less expensive than almost any other type of building. It should be noted, 
however, that this project represents higher quality climate controlled space 
which can be easily converted to other uses in the future . 
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c: research space 
. The purpose of this project is to illustrate deep cut and cover space combined 
with mined space. The design indicates 440,000 ft 2 of deep cut space on eight 
. levels and 245,000 ft 2 of mined space on two levels for a total of 685,000 f t 2 • 
The use indicated is research and laboratory space; however , other functions 
could be substituted . with appropriate cost adjustments. The total costs are 
comparable to average costs for l aboratory buildings. Although these cost 
figures have their limitations, t his type of development seems to be economi cal ly 
feasible. 
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d: ~oat storage 
In contrast to the large scale development of mined space indicated throughout 
this report, smaller scale uses such as boat storage or other recreational facil-
ities are also a possibility. Almost any site along the river bluffs with access 
for construction equipment would be appropriate. The particular project illus-
trated here is a 20• x so • (1600 ft 2 ) boathouse. These cos t s depend on the actual 
condition of the limestone which can vary along the bluffs. 
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e: mass transit station 
ihe layout and costs for a mass transit station in m~ned space are presented here 
since certain special features can be illustrated. This plan is typical for a 
major station such .as would be located in the University area for a fixed guide-
way system. The high cost figures are due mainly to the great vertical circula-
tion and shaft requirements. 
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upper level plan 
lower level plan 
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